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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this Action Research Project was designed to assist myself in developing
my teaching practice, particularly in the areas of developing the relationships with students as
more effective and meaningful to encourage students to succeed both inside and outside of the
classroom. Secondly, to differentiate my teaching through effective instruction strategies to meet
the needs of culturally diverse students and the array of learning abilities. Finally, the research
touched on best practices to use in the health classroom that form better teaching practice
specific to the content discipline and at the same time engage the backgrounds and experiences
of students. These were all researched with the motivation of the connection between building
relationships in order to engage students and the teacher towards academic and life-long success.
Through collection of classroom data, including all artifacts from over the course of two
terms of writing in a journal, observation commentaries by experienced educators, and formal
lesson plans, I was able to learn the value of teacher and student relationships for success both in
the practice for the teacher and the academic success for students.
I concluded, through this action research process that learning the background of your
students helps to build relationship and is motivational for student learning, engaging with
effective instruction strategies builds student confidence for all levels of learning, and focusing
on best practices helps students to relate to discipline specific content in more meaningful ways.
Though this action research does not conclusively answer the research questions that were posed,
only steps towards them, it does suggest that continued practice of the data collection and
analysis will further new goals to be set and questions to be asked, ever improving the teacher
profession.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Health education fosters a vital understanding for personal health benefits, skills, and
becoming a productive member of the community. Research shows how important it is for
students to be successful academically by the knowledge, understanding, and application of
health education.
Philosophy and Ideology
A quality health education program helps shape personal values and beliefs that support
healthy behaviors. It creates guidelines that value a healthy lifestyle, and the skills students need
to adopt, practice, and maintain health enhancing behaviors. These tools, personal values,
beliefs, and guidelines go beyond the classroom. Academic success is a strong indicator for the
overall well-being of youth and a good predictor and determinant of adult health outcomes. As
stated by the CDC, the school is the right place for health education because it centers on giving
students tools that they need to lower their health risk behaviors and results in a positive effect
on academic performance. The use of various assessments that align with standards and measure
the student’s progress and improvement provide evidence of student knowledge and
understanding. Assessments are opportunities for students to demonstrate their academic success
and can include journals, essays, projects, oral presentations, graphic organizers, task
achievement checklists, and quizzes.
Our educational system is permeated by many ethnicities, languages, beliefs, socioeconomic backgrounds, religious beliefs, diverse cultural customs, physical and emotional
conditions. Robert Marzano (2003) states that there are school-level factors that are under the
jurisdiction of the public schools in America. These factors include guaranteed and viable
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curriculum, challenging goals and effective feedback, parent and community involvement, safe
and orderly environment, and finally collegiality and professionalism. These indicate that all
students should have equity and when motivated and provided the opportunity of discovery they
are able to achieve academic success. Teaching is more than just conditioning and handing out
rewards and punishment to try and change a behavior (Behaviorist view of learning). It is about
viewing students as active learners who are seeking meaning. They are constantly constructing
meaning or making sense of the world around them (Constructivist view of learning). Studies
show that students who are connected, whose needs are met, who can engage in the content
through their interests, and have a sense of enjoyment are students who can attain high academic
achievement and become lifelong learners (Good et al., 2003). Teaching is about making the
classroom a place where students can find connection and belonging. It is about guiding students
to unlocking and believing in their own potential. Students can behave, follow directions to find
appreciation and happiness by a teacher, but if they can connect what they are learning to the
context of their own experiences and the world around them, there are no limits. The diversity of
learners in the classroom constantly challenges the teacher to find ways to recognize and adjust
their instruction to include the learning of cultures and behaviors in class content. The teacher is
constantly learning when teaching. The classroom is not only about content, but more
importantly it is about the student. Students learn in different ways and teachers need to
constantly be seeking scaffolds that help students learn better and retain information. Using
visuals, technology, music, discussion, physical collaboration, social and independent activities
will better connect students and content to help the learner succeed.
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Who I Am
Teachers need to model what they are teaching. Students come from different socialeconomic and cultural backgrounds. They are constantly watching me, whether in the
classroom, on the playground, with other staff, or even with parents, students are drawing
conclusions of who I am according to their own experiences. I need to understand them first and
to behave in a way that will not create or generate distance between students and/or towards the
teacher. I grew up as a third culture student in two cultures and two school systems. This
brought many positive experiences and challenges. I believe those experiences have helped me
see how I can be more aware of the development of my students and how their experiences,
backgrounds, lives outside of school, and their sociocultural perspectives influence them. I work
with lower-income students. One day I told my students that I was born in a huge house in a
foreign country. They thought that I was really rich and why would I become a teacher. Their
background experiences placed me in a different socio-economic background than them. I am
not rich. When my students found out that I grew up in a huge house where my parents raised
orphans, and I learned to appreciate and connect with those children, they changed their
perspective. My experiences of being born in another culture or having had an accent and having
to learn in a new country help me to connect to my students. I told my students that there are
many opportunities to help others and make a difference in the world if you work hard. It makes
sense to me that if I get to know a student then they will want to participate with me in learning.
As a teacher my goal is not to convince the student that my perspective is right, but rather to
collaborate with the student and give them the tools they need to continue on in their lifelong
learning. The collaboration of school leaders, community, legislators, parents, etc. working
together with me to provide the equity that every student need reminds me that I am the one who
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is always learning. I am finding that there is ‘no right way’ or ‘one way’ to teach, but that I have
the resources and tools to help me be a better teacher for students as their needs change and
grow.
Creating an Environment
Our classroom will provide a safe and caring environment where all students are valued
and can succeed academically. Students will be responsible for their own learning and behavior
and they will appreciate other students’ contributions and cultural differences. Parents will be
regarded as partners in the education of all children. Positive relationship with teachers,
students, and parents will be our goal.
Relationship built in the community of the classroom helps the student to trust and then
to learn. Positive teacher-student relationships help students adjust to school, lend to academic
achievement, and like of school. It helps alleviate children’s aggression and encourages selfdirection (Hussain, Nawaz, Kiani, Hussain, 2013). The relationship of the teacher and student is
so important in creating a place for the student to feel safe and cared for. It is vital to see students
not simply as the child filling the seat, but as one who represents a culture, a family, customs,
and beliefs that have shaped and molded the individual that now is a contributing member to the
whole community of the classroom. Teaching by learning about students encourages them to
learn about one another in healthy peer-to-peer relationship. This results in confidence and risk
taking to ask questions and share thoughts with those around them. It encourages honesty, care,
generosity, compassion, collaboration, and loyalty. Frank Smith wrote in The Book of Learning
and Forgetting, “…there was only one view of learning. It was essentially, the classic
understanding that you learn from the company you keep. If you want your child to grow up to a
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particular kind of person, you put the child in the company of that kind of person” (Smith, 1998,
p. 44).
Over time I have seen that by being deliberate to connect with students, ask about family,
culture, customs, and beliefs, I have observed their desire for learning and ability to engage with
their classmates in the community we have built in our classroom. I need to make an effort to go
to school sports games, concerts, special events such as science fairs, family nights, club soccer
games and watch students’ choir concerts. I need to get to know my students in their world
outside of school. When a teacher cares for students they learn to see them as an ally (Burden,
2017). In my statement of purpose for my classroom, I specifically stated that our goal is to
provide a safe and caring environment. That can only happen when a teacher is seen as someone
who is for their students. Students need to know they are a valued and contributing member to
the classroom. They will need to know that the expectations of them in the classroom is hand in
hand as important as the teaching content. I will meet my students at the door to connect with
them and see how they are. This will give me a sense of where they are emotionally, mentally,
and physically. Setting the expectations with them at key times of the year (beginning of the
year, after each major break and when I’m noticing specific struggles) will help them stay on
track or refocus on what the behavior is that we need in order to learn together. Students need to
know the ‘family rules’ and be a part of helping create them. We will sign a contract of those
rules and we will talk with parents about what we have committed to, so we are all on the same
page. When someone is struggling, we all are responsible to encourage and help them. When
someone has made an accomplishment, we all need to celebrate with them. We need to see our
classroom as a family where we are all a part of one another’s lives. If I can teach my students to
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respect and respond to one another as a family then we will share and respect one another’s
cultures, contributions, successes, and failures.
I need to catch them doing great things. I encourage them by focusing on their hard work
and positive behaviors. We will have affirmation times where we spend a few minutes each
week either orally or writing positive character qualities we see in each other. It is not attached to
an academic grade but done to teach the appreciation of culture and background diversity of
every student. My consistency in using kind words, creating a safe and predictable environment,
and being flexible will help my students to follow where we need to go to learn. In order to meet
different learning and social levels I will need to incorporate equity in my classroom. Scaffold
strategies for differentiation and culturally responsive teaching for students include adjustments
to lessons, arrangement of procedures, available academic programs, individual education plans,
and the physical organization of the classroom.
The classroom culture will be one of responsibility where students will help take
attendance, collect necessary office communications, and hand out needed class materials.
Group leaders will be expected to make sure that their group is ready to begin learning. This
shows respect for the teacher and classmates’ time. The teacher will be organized and have the
class plan of lesson objectives and the schedule where students can view it upon arrival to class.
This shows respect for the students’ time and work and allows for students to ask clarifying
questions as needed. Transitions and materials needed will be signaled and communicated so
that students have time to finish their task and can prepare for the next event.
Expectations and Motivation
Student expectations and motivation are critical to academic success. I have some nonnegotiable rules, but I invite the students to help define these in their own words and to add their
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ideas to the rules. I believe that student cooperation in discipline is important. They will be
signing a contract; therefore, they need to take part in creating the class expectations. My
statement of purpose says that students are responsible for their own learning and behavior. In
medium teacher control, I ask my students to tell me what they are feeling, and I listen. I tell my
students the situation I am seeing, not a label of who they are. I ask them what is behind the
situation that’s causing their behavior. We will mutually agree on an intervention for the
situation. Interventions are centered around identifying what is happening and how to set
healthy goals when these situations arise. This differentiation helps students self-evaluate and
make better choices. I will involve parents. I call parents to tell them how well their children are
doing, not just when a behavior issue has occurred. I send home postcards of encouraging
updates about their child. I will have meetings with parents to work together so that the student
feels supported at home and is connected with the classroom. “Teachers and students
collaboratively develop a classroom code of conduct to involve students and foster their sense of
responsibility to the group” (Burden, 2017, p. 28).
I use discipline without stress which means that the teacher checks in with the student for
understanding. I ask reflective questions about our commitment to respecting ourselves, others,
and the situation rather than pinning the student with questions about their action. The ‘Think
About It’ time is a break for the student away from the stress of the moment. The opportunity to
reflect is key to helping the student reset or make a goal as to how to approach a situation with
self-dignity. It is important to teach the ‘why’ behind the ‘what’ of expectations. I tell my
students that we are a family, and all our actions, words, and thoughts have both positive and
negative consequences. We talk about integrity and accountability with ourselves and with
others. We make choices and thereby affect one another’s lives. In order to have a safe and
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caring classroom, we need to fulfill our statement of purpose by appreciating other students’
contributions and cultural differences. This method of behavior modification involves social and
activity reinforcers (Burden, 2017). The behavior modification works best when used in an
organized, systematic, and consistent way. We focus on the positives and make choices about
behavior decisions.
It is important that my students learn from one another. Teaching to be culturally
relevant is to promote cooperation in a way that students believe they need one another in order
to succeed (Ladson-Billings, 1994). This means that in the classroom there will be assignments
that the students will not be able to accomplish on their own, this will encourage collaboration.
For accountability, I will use any students’ work in the group to be what is graded for every
person in the group. This mutual accountability means that each student will work together to
make sure that the group’s work is represented accurately. It will not be done with every unit,
but often enough to help students learn that being culturally relevant means we all contribute to
succeeding rather than succeeding at another’s expense. Teaching will include using materials,
guest speakers, family members, group projects, speakers of other languages, etc. to enhance the
content of our class. It means reading, writing, and discussing current events and how they relate
to us today. It means taking into consideration the cultural context of the classroom, students’
backgrounds, and parents’ input in making decisions for what best helps each student to succeed.
A culturally responsive strategy is to promote a classroom where students are taught to respect
one another and their abilities (Aceves et al., 2014). This will be the cornerstone of motivation
in my classroom. Planning my lessons, I have to think about students’ success. When a student
can work from the context of their interests, their beliefs, their culture, they are intrinsically
motivated, and their confidence increases, and they have a sense of satisfaction.
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Our Society
My discipline focus is health. Health is a balance of the physical, mental/emotional, and
social aspects of a person. When I look at my students and the school I teach in, I am challenged
by the ‘brokenness’ I see in our society. The way my students react is just a reflection of what
they are learning at home and observing in the world around them. I hear cussing, disrespect, see
manipulation, selfishness, etc. and it is all what my students are watching and who they are
interacting with. I have to choose to follow a higher standard; I have to be the one who brings
out the best in my students and not reinforce the society that is around them. I have to be the one
who shows that I care, to be a place of consistency in their ever-changing world. I am learning
with them, I am a student like they are, in a constant place of growing and learning about life
together. Society doesn’t always teach that mistakes are okay and that we can learn from them.
I have to model that I can acknowledge my mistakes and show my students that they can do the
same.
The goal of good teaching should be helping my students to become masters of the
discipline. We will do this by student/teacher and student/student collaboration, scaffolding with
supports, and modeling. We will pay attention to details and inquiry so that every student has
understanding and can demonstrate their knowledge. In doing this I need to help students realize
the richness of their own culture of origin in its history, language and customs in relation to
health. We will look at how health is related to socio-political issues and how we can find its
current relevance to the social and civic concerns of our school, communities, the nation, and the
world. We will use the standards of health (CDC, 2019) to guide us as we learn how health can
and should be connected to the everyday problems of living in a society that is divided along
racial, ethnic, linguistic, economic, environmental, social, political, and cultural lines. Our
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exploration and learning should help my students become creative with participating in helping
alleviate these problems and be contributors to their own health and that of their families,
communities, and school.
Conclusion
In The Quality School Teacher, William Glasser (1992) writes: Quality schoolwork (and
the quality life that results from it) can only be achieved in a warm, supportive classroom
environment. It cannot exist if there is an adversarial relationship between those who teach and
those who are asked to learn…Above all there must be trust: They all have to believe that the
others have their welfare in mind. Without this trust, neither students nor teachers will make the
effort needed to do quality work. (p. 11)
Health is an integral part of the total educational program of the student. My goal as a
Health teacher is through health education, students will learn health benefits and how to
maintain health enhancing behaviors for a lifetime. I strive to provide a supportive classroom
through building strong relationships and best practices in teaching that supports their learning
needs to set them up for a positive lifetime of learning.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Purposes and Objectives for the Literature Review
My purpose in this review of the research was to discover how teachers and researchers
have looked at relationships between teachers and students and how it helps students to achieve
academic success. I searched for research on this topic because teachers can sometimes focus
only on delivering content instead of creating a connection with students. I also searched for
studies on effective instruction for diversity because in the classroom, teachers have to learn
about diverse students’ abilities to learn and the different backgrounds that students bring into
the classroom. Additionally, because I would be studying my own practice and focusing on
Health, I looked for studies that indicated the kinds of instruction that are effective for best
practices for students in health education and to see if there was any research on the importance
of focused discipline content in the health classroom.
This literature review addresses a few considerations that need to be taken into account
while teaching that students who have a connection with teachers can achieve success in the
classroom. First, positive students and teachers’ relationships go beyond the classroom content
to fill the need of belonging and encourages healthy motivation (Clasessens et al., 2016).
Second, the diverse classroom requires effective instruction strategies across many types of
learner abilities. Finally, third, using best practices in the health classroom involves those at
every level of the education system looking at how programs practices meet the needs of the
diverse health student.
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Procedures for the Literature Review
I selected literature for this review based on several specific criteria. Research on the
relationship between the teacher and students that could help students to be successful in the
classroom was included if it contained the following descriptors: Students who have a positive
relationship with their teacher are successful and have a better investment in their behavior in the
classroom. Effective instruction strategies with a diversity mindset for students and teachers to
move toward academic success. Also, that best practices for teaching that can be found in the
health classroom. This search yielded more than thirty relevant articles. These will provide some
basis to the understanding how teacher and student relationship can help students achieve, will
focus on the teaching strategies for a diverse classroom, and the importance of best practices in
health education to teach at-risk youth. In order to narrow my findings and make them more
specific to this research project, I then focused my review efforts on articles that discussed
relationships with teachers and students and how students benefit from those positive
relationships. From there, I looked for articles that supported sub-themes that emerged from the
major articles in my literature review. These sub-themes are: 1) Positive relationship between
Teachers and Students, 2) Effective teaching strategies in a diverse classroom, and 3) At-risk
youth and sex education in health education. For these sub-sections, I initially searched the
EBSCO and Google Scholar for articles that met the keyword criteria listed above, along with a
conducting a search for books in the data base of the Hamersly Library at Western Oregon
University. After finding these books and articles, I hand-searched their reference lists as sources
to find additional related articles and books.
In order to integrate the literature review, I developed a coding protocol and
corresponding separation of research into the major themes: Diversity, Effective Instruction, and
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Best Practices in Health Education. I read each article to determine how it fit within these broad
thematic categories, and then, through a process of reading and rereading for salient features of
each study, I determined the subheadings in the literature review. My intent was to start with a
broad treatment of each theme and then to systematically reduce broad understandings of 3
themes to specific understanding of how these themes are present in research about the success
of students in the classroom.
Diversity
In today’s diverse classroom, the background and experiences of every student brings
with them the richness of cultures, beliefs, and customs that can either help the classroom culture
or disrupt it depending on how a teacher chooses to engage with the students. I believe that
education for students can be improved by taking into consideration the relationship between the
teacher and the student inside and outside of the classroom with focus not only on the content or
the discipline, but focusing on the student’s aspirations, abilities, family values, and interests
outside of the teaching environment. These connections between the student and the teacher, can
help teachers to learn about different cultures and not be bias about what they know, or don’t
know. It helps the student to have a sense of belonging, to be encouraged, teaches respect, and
promotes a mutual growth mindset; it also helps the student to succeed academically. Diversity is
the practice or quality of including or involving people from a range of different social and
ethnic backgrounds and of different genders, sexual orientations. Teachers need training inside
the classroom to meet the needs of diverse students. Teachers also need to look outside the
classroom to understand their students.
Teachers are trained to deliver content and to teach what they have learned about a
certain content or discipline. Gordon (2017) relates that mid-career teacher training or
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professional development often does not consider teachers’ own knowledge or skills, doesn’t
account for whether the teacher is experienced or a new teacher, and does not provide followups. It is often not specific to academic discipline focus, doesn’t incorporate active learning but
rather lecture, does not have sustained duration, and is usually awkwardly scheduled to
afterschool workshops. Teachers are overloaded, overwhelmed, schools lack resources, and
often lack shared vision. How and what teachers are taught reflects in the practice’s teachers use
to make a positive difference in the lives of students. Teachers need the continual support
necessary to engage in a diverse classroom that is also relevant to the discipline they are
teaching. They need supports that help provide time and strategies to get to know their students
and build relationship. Brown (2013) describes in a study it is ‘easy’ to become a teacher and
states that only 25% of most teaching programs actually restrict the admission of students to the
top half of the class. Then goes on to say that, 70% do not provide adequate training for
elementary teachers to even teach reading. The study states that because it is easy to become a
teacher, then the quality in the classroom is compromised. Teachers are the front line of
connecting students, parents, administration, and legislation. Teachers have to look not only
inside the classroom, but also outside it to find the tools to teach well. The same has to be said
for how teachers connect with students. If thinking about teaching students is only what can be
gained from inside the classroom, professional development, institutional training, or a specific
content area, then it is possible to miss the opportunities to participate in the student’s growth
and transformation outside the classroom. The goal is to teach the whole student, not simply a
part.
Students who have positive relationships with their teachers are more successful in their
studies and it influences their healthy behaviors. Without a relationship, teachers can become
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bias or stereotype. “When students sense that a teacher cares for them, they see the teacher as
more credible and as an ally” (Burden, 2020, p. 5). The power position of the teacher can
become a non-existent problem when the emergent bilingual student recognizes that the teacher
is interested in them as a person and is not the owner of all truth in the classroom. The student
whose family is Latino may view the U.S. mainstream culture as cold and independent, and their
understandings and values are not the same. As a teacher, by building relationships that are
close, positive, and supportive, diverse students can attain higher levels of achievement more
than those students who are in conflict with the teacher (Rimm-Kaufman, 2019).
Research Studies
This research study combined strands of complementary research literature, centered on
the sub-themes. First, I discuss how the relationship between student and teacher can help
students achieve academic success. Second, I consider research on effective instruction strategies
because of the diversity that is found in the students’ backgrounds and learning abilities. Finally,
I looked at research on the importance of best practices specific to the health classroom where atrisk youth can be effectively taught with healthy behavior and skills education.
Positive Teacher and Student Relationships Can Help the Student’s Academic Success
There is a disconnect between field-based settings and university programs and a growing
agreement that what teachers need to learn must be learned in and from practice rather than
preparing for practice (Able et al., 2014). Teachers need experiences related to working with
diverse children and their families, and the most effective way to equip teachers is through
service learning. When teachers worked alongside of families getting to know them, they
quickly learned the experiences and backgrounds of their students. This building of positive
relationship showed teachers the value of the family influence as an extension of the classroom
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and in turn influenced the teacher-student relationship towards positive behavior and academic
success. When students and teachers have a relationship not only in the classroom, the families
involved can benefit from the relationship. Diverse students can recall information from their
experiences with their families and hobbies. A teacher is an organizer for learning; she
contributes to the students’ development and participation in the social practices of their learning
community (Ernst-Slavit & Gottlieb, 2014). Students are socially involved in a community;
when the student feels confidence in what they are learning, they will share those experiences
with their community, helping with the transformation of their community over time. When
parents have a low level of belief in their ability to be involved in helping in their child’s
learning, they are more likely to avoid contact with the school and are less willing to be involved
with the school or their child’s education (Aasheim et al., 2018). Tekin (2011) states that the
child’s school experience is not only influenced by the interactions of the student with the
teacher and the school, but includes the parents, family, and community. Involvement by parents
who provide a supportive home environment suggests this helps serve to improve learning,
parental education activities, and family support programs. He goes on to explain that as a result
teachers see the consistency of attendance, awareness of the importance of school, and developed
respect for parents in their classroom. Establishing effective two-way communication through
parent-teacher conferences and clear school or classroom policies, and phone calls home help
students be aware of their progress and parents help students understand the school policies. The
study showed that parents who volunteer help students improve their communication skills with
adults and increase their learning through tutoring. Learning at home with family involvement
helps students in their reading, homework completion, and increases the student’s views of the
parent to be somewhat like a teacher. Parents involved in decision-making help bring awareness
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of families to the school and represent the diversity of the students. This relationship between
the teacher, the student, and parent builds positive relationships that move the student toward
success.
Smith (1998) states that the relationship between the teacher and the student is important
to academic achievement because the student needs to be in the company of someone that they
want to become the same kind of learner. This promotes an atmosphere where the student learns
collaboration, trust, self-respect, and initiative. When students have a positive relationship with
their teacher, they are engaged in the learning of the content. This leads to self-efficacy and risk
taking to learn new things in the classroom. “The challenge in the classroom should not be the
learning (children learn constantly) but the enterprise in which the participants are engaged.
They’ll be absorbed, oblivious to the passage of time, the enjoyment and the satisfaction”
(Burden, 1998, p. 86). Students do not have to think about learning when they are with their
family and in their own culture. When the teacher learns about the student outside the
classroom, the relationship that is built permeates into the classroom. Teachers must recognize
that to teach well, they must put effort into creating positive relationships with students.
Research demonstrates the link between positive student-teacher relationships and students’
motivation to become engaged with academic studies. Developing a supportive community in
the classroom helps to impart a sense of each student’s belonging, to alleviate students’ social
anxieties and frustrations, to motivate students to comply with teachers’ requests, and to act prosocially with peers (Burden, 2020). Positive relationships between teachers and students
promote encouragement, positive feedback, reinforces what is done well, and provides
flexibility. It helps the classroom culture be one of teamwork where the students and the teacher
help one another with tasks and problems. Positive relationships promote a problem-solving
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approach to understanding and resolving personal mistakes and dilemmas. This leads to better
instruction and overall student self-efficacy in academic success. “When students sense that a
teacher cares for them, they see the teacher as more credible and as an ally” (Burden, 2020, p. 5).
It is important for the teacher to build relationship with the students so that they understand the
needs and motivation behind a student’s behavior. When a teacher knows the background of a
student, they can better design interventions and teaching strategies to support the student and
meet their needs. This eliminates the control and power dynamics and allows for students and
teachers to reach commonly held expectations. Relationship means to be proactive rather than
reactive. Students need the teacher to build relationship and foster engagement rather than meet
out punishment. When the teacher is ready this way, they are teaching the students to become
self-disciplined and to be self-directed because the student has trusted the teacher’s guiding
principles. Engaging in dialogue when a student acts out instead of being dismissive allows time
for the student to be understood. The teacher is gaining insight through understanding
background, experiences, and identity and the student is not experiencing humiliation or
resentment. All student behavior is communication and therefore through relationship the
teacher is tasked with solving the puzzle of that communication for each of their students. When
that puzzle is solved and the teacher understands the reason for the behavior, they can then
design interventions to help teach the student to self-regulate (Reframing Classroom Managment,
2016). Relationship allows for the student and the teacher to work through the needs of a student
and how those can be met in the classroom environment. Positive relationship leads to
understanding of what is realistic to expect of the whole child based on what the teacher knows
of their personal circumstances, the message their behavior sends, and their developmental level.
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There are many facets to the teacher student relationship. Immediacy is a perception of
closeness between persons. Immediacy is communicated through a variety of verbal and
nonverbal behaviors, both of which have been found repeatedly to positively impact student
learning and motivation to study. Verbal immediacy consists of behaviors such as calling
students by name, asking students about themselves, and asking for students' opinions.
Nonverbal immediacy consists of behaviors such as smiling at students, making eye contact,
moving about the classroom, and using vocal variety. When teachers and students move beyond
the formal teacher student roles and begin to see each other as individuals, interpersonal
relationships form. When communication becomes interpersonal, individuals treat one another
with greater respect and trust develops. When trust develops it is much easier to ask, "stupid
questions," or ask for feedback and clarification. All teachers know that such questions can make
the difference between confusion and enlightenment in students. When teachers communicate
with students as individuals, they make it easier for students to ask risky questions. Students
avoid asking questions because they fear being seen as stupid or foolish. When a trusting and
caring relationship develops between teachers and students, a safe learning environment is
created. While the lower levels of learning such as recall and comprehension can occur quite
easily without the benefit of human interaction (i.e., learning by reading a book or listening to a
lecture), achieving higher levels of learning such as analysis, synthesis, and evaluation may
require interaction between teacher and student (Frymeir & Houser, 2000). When trust is
established the risk-taking that is built with interpersonal relationship communication allows for
a student to trust. Higher levels of learning cannot be achieved with communication that is built
inside the classroom alone. Immediacy, communication that requires verbal and non-verbal
communication requires the teacher to build relationship through understanding the student’s
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experiences. The teacher and student interaction at school is important not only inside the
classroom, but outside. The relationship that is built outside the classroom often goes beyond the
classroom content. There is interaction with subjects on a wide variety of topics including:
family, hobbies, issues at school, social subjects, etc. These interactions outside of the classroom
help to build the rapport needed to deepen the trust necessary to help the student make meaning
of the content inside the classroom. It fills the need of belonging and encourages a healthy
motivation towards academic success (Claessens et al., 2016). When a teacher can get to know
the student, their friends, family, culture, beliefs, etc. the teacher and student can work together
to create a meaningful learning environment. Teachers are intrinsically motivated to see the
students succeed and continue teaching. Students are intrinsically motivated to do their best and
see the value of achievement. The study showed that the activities that happen outside the
classroom help the teacher and student see one another as a real person. When these
commonalities happen, it brings common experiences into the classroom and builds on the
interactions that are needed to achieve higher level thinking.
A different factor not often considered is how teacher-student relationships can affect atrisk students. Davis and Dupper (2004) talk about how our society so often put the responsibility
of the dropout rate on the individual and the family. However, there are school related factors
that contribute to the dropout of students. One of those factors is the powerful influence of
teacher attitudes and beliefs towards the success of students. Therefore, it is important to find
successful strategies and program resources for teachers to develop strong positive relationships
with students to encourage both the students and the teacher in the outlook of student success.
Many students come to school not having established secure-trusting relationships and do not
possess the social skill necessary. Poor and minority children, especially, need to feel a sense of
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belonging and attachment. The study goes on to point out that this is achieved through on-going
positive relationships with significant adults. This relationship can be a powerful motivator for
students to come to school. Teachers who praise their students when they do well, and express
confidence build positive relationships and learning experiences. This enhances students’
motivation and is a factor in the development of loyalty between the teacher and the students.
Where there are respect students gain confidence in their teachers and will try to do their best. In
return, teachers respect and have confidence in the students thus supporting the students’ efforts
allowing learning and teaching to flourish.
There are specific ways teachers can strategize to build relationships in their classroom.
Dabs (2013) relates to the power of the morning meeting. The power of the morning meeting is
a strategy used by teachers to help bring focus to the students at the beginning of the day. It
helps to set the mood for a learning environment. It lays a foundation for trust. It encourages
students to feel like they matter. Creates the place for students to care for others and work
together. It supports social, emotional, and academic learning. The teacher has to be connected
and know their students to create a morning meeting atmosphere that students engage in.
Creating such a daily routine helps to establish relationship with the teacher and the students.
The study continues that it helps to create an atmosphere where students and teachers can talk
about social and emotional aspects without having it directly always relate to academic content.
Positive teacher student relationship builds resilient learners (Resilient Educator, 2019).
Instead of thinking of the three R’s of ‘reading, ‘riting’, and ‘rithamtic’, the creating of resilient
learning is founded in the resilient educator who focuses on ‘relationship, responsibility, and
regulation’. The resilient educator has to think with a trauma-informed mindset. One that thinks
of the whole student and shapes a positive and safe learning environment. If a student has a
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positive relationship with a teacher then they are more readily agreeable to the procedures, rules,
and disciplines of the classroom. The study points out that students need equity in relationship to
the teacher. Every student needs equal access to building relationship with the teacher, even if
that student is difficult. It is the teacher’s responsibility to make sure that every student has that
opportunity. It is necessary for the teacher to regulate unintentional behaviors. Facial
expressions and responses to students who are acting difficult speak volumes. It is up to the
teacher to make sure there is consistent verbal and written feedback across the whole class.
Working alongside of students means that there will be challenges. In the classroom being
inclusive and understanding the background of students means that the teacher will need to be
resilient. The study continues that the teacher will need to teach students to be resilient. Students
will learn this from the teacher when they build positive relationships with them. This will help
them to feel safe which is the basic need of every student. If they do not feel safe, they cannot
learn. A positive relationship builds trust and with trust students will be able to follow rules,
procedures, and discipline in the classroom. The teacher is responsible to give equal access to
students to establish relationship with them. It is easy to avoid difficult students but that does not
build trust, nor does it help the students to work through difficult situations and find resolution.
Finally, the teacher needs to regulate their responses to students to show them that everyone in
the class deserves positive verbal and written feedback. The teacher needs to regulate their
unintentional behaviors. Students read body language and facial expressions the same as adults.
Students need positive input that encourages them in building positive relationships (Resilient
Educator, 2019).
There are strategies teachers can use to build positive relationships with students. Some
of these strategies include providing structure, teaching with enthusiasm and passion, having a
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positive attitude, using humor in lessons, make learning fun in the classroom. Other strategies
are learning student interests and incorporating that into lesson and class community, to tell
stories in lessons that keep students’ interest, be interested in their lives outside of school, treat
students with respect, and be willing to go above and beyond for them (Meador, 2019). Learning
from the first day of school students need to be able to establish the foundations of the teacher’s
expectations, the rules of the classroom, and what discipline will happen. This structure brings
safety and respect to the classroom community. The teacher needs to be passionate and excited
about teaching, tell stories that connect the students to them as a teacher and to the content.
Keep a sense of humor and incorporate it into the lesson to make learning fun. Find interesting
ways for students to engage and include the things that they are interested in. Spend time at the
activities students have outside of the classroom and go the extra mile it takes to help every
student. Treat students with respect. These are all ways to build positive relationships with
students.
There are many ways to bring the importance of diversity through relationship into the
classroom. Some of those ways are to talk to students and get to know them. Get to know their
family and students will begin to trust the teacher and know they are accepted and safe. Involve
students in way to share about their culture or religion in the classroom by sharing what is
similar and what is different. Include the cultures in the classroom in the lessons taught.
Teachers should ask parents to come and help in the classroom by volunteering or sharing about
what they do for work or where they are from. Reading and writing are other way to help
students connect with the diversity of students in the classroom. Reading books about other
cultures or starting writing with pen pals from other countries. These strategies build
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relationship with the students and celebrate the diversity of the class creating trust and helping
students be academically successful (Emily, 2016).
Effective Instruction Strategies in a Diverse Classroom
Classrooms have the challenge of meeting the needs of students who not only come from
many different backgrounds and experiences, but students who have a wide array of learning
abilities. Teachers need to look for effective instructional strategies that meet the needs of
bilingual students, students who may struggle with confidence in their own ability to learn,
students who are ahead of the standards for their grade level, or students who are gifted, etc. In
these studies, are just some of the strategies available to answer the questions of how to be an
effective instructor in today’s diverse classroom. “Communication is a telling of one’s ideas,
making one’s thinking clear to another. But dialogue is coming to an intellectual exchange
willing to see and hear something new in the exchange, and actually creating a newer, stronger
understanding because of the exchange” (Nichols, 2006, p. 7). Effective instruction is to
facilitate a place where students can have the opportunity and choice to think and talk with others
in purposeful ways as a means of generating ideas and creating understanding. This is important
to recognize because all children are language learners. Engaging in purposeful talk and creating
community are reciprocal processes. The care and trust created help students open up and not
only accept the other person’s ideas, but the person, too. This creates an atmosphere in the
classroom where students and teachers are learning from the diversity of one another’s
backgrounds. We learn best when we are able to put together the parts of our own
understandings rather than passively absorbing information. Classrooms that are filled with
discussions that allow for negotiation and the construction of understanding help students to
build an appreciation for diversity and draw in new ideas, complete ideas, and generate new
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possibilities. The effective instruction creates opportunities for students to constructively
converse and uses less time in lecture to the students. Some supports for purposeful talk are
small group activities where students can interact without being overpowered by more language
proficient peers. Reading partners who are selected to carefully listen and respond. Charting is
used to record vocabulary and key terms that students can refer back to and see their progress.
Picture books help students to connect new words to imagery helping them to transfer the
information from short-term memory to long-term memory. Placing students who need more
language support closer to the teacher so that they can have visual supports. A final suggestion
in this study was to have students use academic vocabulary as they work through the unit of
content so that it becomes a part of their in-class communication. Effective teaching in a diverse
classroom has to include open-ended discussion. It has to allow for every student to find how
their background connects to the bigger picture of what is being studied. This is how students
work out making meaning of the content for their own understanding. Students who can connect
their interests, beliefs, culture, family, and community experiences to the content make it
meaningful to their own learning process (Nichols, 2006). The diversity of context for language
use is necessary for all students. The teacher needs to take into account that the context of
language is just as much a part of the diversity of a classroom as the other aspects of a student’s
background. The teacher needs to move away from the vernacular language being right or
wrong and move to teaching that context is everything and the vernacular has its place. When a
teacher tries to eliminate the vernacular language and culture, they remove the connection that
can bring relevance to the classroom lives of the children. The teacher discounts the child’s
family and home community. This can make the barrier between home and school even greater.
Language is used in different ways, and styles, and each has its own system and rule. To leave
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the diversity out of the classroom by eliminating the use of the vernacular, rather than teaching
the contextual appropriateness of its use is a mistake. Teaching using the diversity of language
to enhance understanding of language is a great strategy for teaching codeswitching.
Codeswitching is an effective instruction strategy to help students know when the correct context
is used for different types of literacy: speaking, listening, reading, and writing. When students
recognize and master codeswitching it will help in the mastering of academic language. The
teacher needs to look for the ways that diversity can bring a depth to the teaching.
Codeswitching is vitally important in teaching academic language and literacy. When a teacher
helps students understand that there is structure, rules, systems, and context to language, then
teaching the students to learn codeswitching from vernacular to academic language values the
diversity of their family and community. When we bring the child’s language and culture into
the classroom, we invite the whole child. We promote human learning (Wheeler & Swords,
2004).
Culturally responsive pedagogy must respond to the cultures actually present in the
classroom. Characteristics of a culturally responsive teacher are: Caring teachers as those who
“care so much” about their culturally diverse students that they insist on holding them to the
same standards as other students. Empathy refers to the teacher’s ability to understand the
classroom from her students’ perspectives. Teachers will be unable to fully do the work of
culturally responsive pedagogy if they do not first investigate their own attitudes and beliefs
about other cultures. Teachers need to educate themselves about the other cultures represented in
their classrooms. Teachers must learn to balance the facts that, while students are members of
cultural groups that have distinctive practices, they are at the same time individuals, and
stereotyping them could have effects similarly negative to just ignoring them. Culturally
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responsive pedagogy is the avenue to bringing diversity into the classroom. Finding ways to
reflect on your own beliefs and perspectives of cultures and learning where you need to adjust to
be accepting and willing to learn about others is important. It is also learning to practice seeing
the classroom from your students’ perspective. Effective instruction cares that every student is
challenged and expected to achieve high standards and to find ways to help each student achieve
those standards. The study goes on to say that to be effective a teacher needs to differentiate
instruction to meet the learning styles of those cultures. Some cultures wait for the elder in the
room to give their perspective while others actively participate. Both are correct and need to be
accommodated (Rychly & Graves, 2012).
Effective instruction in the responsive classroom approach is designed to enhance
teachers’ capacity to create a caring, well-managed classroom environment characterized by
respectful social interactions and academically engaging instruction. It focuses on the principle
that the social curriculum is as important as the academic curriculum. How children learn is as
important as what they learn. Process and content for students go hand in hand. Knowing the
children, we teach-individually, culturally, and developmentally-is as important as knowing the
content we teach. In diverse classrooms using strategies that promote effective teaching, include
the students’ many backgrounds and cultural differences, and thus promote academic
achievement are vital to the classroom. Students become active participants in their own
learning process. This gives teachers connection points to advocate for what helps the student
feel a sense of belonging and fulfill the needs of the student so they can focus on learning
(Rimm-Kaufman et al., 2014). Being a responsive classroom means that the teacher is able to
support students through the content. The literacy demand for attaining the Common Core
Standards means that the diversity of students learning abilities will be challenging and the
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teacher must find ways to support those abilities to lead towards success. Supporting students
through common core standards at the forefront means thinking about what kind of learning
experiences students need to have. It means that literacy becomes the standard and rote memory
to pass a grade does not meet the goal of high academic achievement. The common core
standards focus on the results of what students should be able to achieve and not on how those
goals are met. This leaves room for states, curricula developers, and teachers to determine how
the goals should be met and what topics should be included. This provides teachers the ability to
use whatever tools and knowledge their students’ diverse levels of abilities, backgrounds, etc.
need. The teacher can decide what to teach, how to teach it, when to teach it, and for how long
to teach it. Diversity in the classroom needs this kind of versatility to reach the needs of all
students. This means that formative assessment becomes that much more important and can
include much broader types of learning abilities. This is good because it becomes an assessment
for learning rather than an assessment of learning (Wessling, 2011).
Research shows that assessment sets up the teacher and the student for academic success.
It provides an avenue for feedback that builds students’ self-esteem and create a culture of
success for the students’ learning. It gives good data to the teacher on how to improve
instruction. Rubrics for assessments are a strategy that gives assessment meaning and creates an
avenue for improvement. In a diverse classroom there are many levels of learning abilities and
backgrounds. The formative assessment which uses a rubric or checklist gives a foundation for
students and teachers to work from that allows for useful feedback that leads to better learning
and better instruction. Formative assessment with a rubric helps students understand the learning
goals and exactly what is expected of them. This sets them up for success no matter what
learning ability they have. Criteria can be adjusted to meet the need of the student and meet the
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standards of the content area. Students receive the informative and positive feedback they need
to correct and grow their learning, building self-assessment skills and self-efficacy as a learner.
The feedback gives tangible data to the teacher about improvements for instruction. In a diverse
classroom this strategy of formative assessment becomes an effective instructional strategy
(Black & Wiliam, 1998).
Collaboration has long been used in the classroom as an effectual strategy of teaching in
the classroom. Research shows that children working collaboratively obtain a combined higher
performance output than children working individually. Cognitive development is obtained in
active, social interaction where reasoning and explanation with other students of different a
learning level share their perspective understanding of a subject. In a classroom with diverse
levels of learning abilities collaboration of students working together helps to broaden and
deepen the performance output for students, rather than what they can do individually. Students
need the time to think on their own, but opportunities to work with others of different learning
abilities gives students other perspectives to consider and grow from. Access to experiences
helps to bring equity in the classroom (Fawcett & Garton, 2005).
Gifted students need to be considered in effectual instruction planning in the diverse
classroom. Children with speech or language impairments will need specific scaffolding
strategies. Garguilo and Bouck (2018) state that with the proper assessment measures objectives
can be designed for the child and their family. A teacher can set the student up for success in the
classroom by working with seat arrangements, reducing distractions in the physical environment.
They go on to explain that strategies can be woven into the community of the classroom such as
using graphic organizers and visual aids to help the student connect words to imagery.
Directions can be given slowly and repeated as needed. The teacher should allow for extra time
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to give the student time to respond. Using gestures to clarify information and short sentences or
repeating importance phrases helps the student solidify information. The teacher should keep the
environment of the classroom safe by prohibiting ridicule of speech difficulties or errors.
Best Practices in the Health Classroom
In this section I researched different practices that can be applied towards the academic
success of students in the health classroom. Then, I researched why the teaching of sex
education in the health classroom is effective when related to at risk youth.
The Center for Disease Control and Prevention has outlined the standards for the health
education classroom. The National Health Standards are as follows:
Standard 1. Students will comprehend concepts related to health promotion and disease
prevention to enhance health.
Standard 2. Students will analyze the influence of family, peers, culture, media, technology and
other factors on health behaviors.
Standard 3. Students will demonstrate the ability to access valid information, products and
services to enhance health.
Standard 4. Students will demonstrate the ability to use interpersonal communication skills to
enhance health and avoid or reduce health risks.
Standard 5. Students will demonstrate the ability to use decision-making skills to enhance health.
Standard 6. Students will demonstrate the ability to use goal-setting skills to enhance health.
Standard 7. Students will demonstrate the ability to practice health-enhancing behaviors and
avoid or reduce health risks.
Standard 8. Students will demonstrate the ability to advocate for personal, family and community
health (CDC, 2015).
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It is important to point out these standards so that the following research studies shed
light on best practices and the effectiveness of health education. The guidelines for best practices
of teaching physical and health education according to the Society of Health and Physical
Educators of America are outlined as creating a positive and inclusive learning environment,
following national health standards so that the curriculum is sequential and comprehensive,
teaching practices that engage students in health-related skills, using assessments to measure
student growth and knowledge, advocating for positive school culture toward health-related
education, and maintaining high standards of practice (SHAPE America, 2020). The CDC
(2020) states that there need to be clear health related goals and direct behavior outcomes to
effective health education. Students need to learn about health determinants, social factors,
attitudes, values, norms, and skills that influence how they relate to learning healthy behaviors.
The study points out that best practices in health education cannot just be cognitive thinking, but
that these practices motivate students to critically examine personal perspectives, think about
arguments they haven’t considered before that support healthy attitudes and values. Students
learn about protective behaviors and negative perceptions about risk behaviors. Health education
practices have learning experiences that are centered on the student, interactive, and
collaborative. Finally, these practices promote the values, attitudes, and behaviors that
acknowledge the cultural diversity of the classroom. Effective best practices in the health
classroom help students to be academically successful and promote the strategies that meet the
needs of the students.
Health education has students from diverse backgrounds, cultures, and experiences.
Emerging English Learners (ELL) are among those students. Teachers need to use strategies that
effectively meet the needs of ELLs. Teaching ELLs academic language specific to a discipline,
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in this case health, it is important to have teaching strategies that keep the content to just what is
necessary for them to know for the future and only the vocabulary related to the main idea of
new material. The fewer words taught well, is more effective than teaching several words in a
casual way. It is better to teach new words before reading to enhance students’ comprehension.
A teacher can use a ‘Word of the Day’ to help students be excited about learning new words.
Asking ELL students if they will share how the same or similar word is spoken and spelled in
their own language encourages connection of their own knowledge with the new academic
language they are working to master. Having students record vocabulary for review before a test
and use as a source for correct spelling of content terms promotes academic language. Health
terms have many Greek and Latin roots. Students can bookmark a Greek and Latin dictionary on
their computers to quickly access the meaning of words. Students can use a three-dimensional
word graphic to draw a picture of the word, define the word, and use it in a sentence (Bromley,
2007). Effective teaching strategies to help ELLs better understand the academic language of
health is important. Best practices have strategies for teaching that can be implemented to
speakers of other languages so that they can master the discipline.
Research shows that collaboration in the classroom is a good teaching strategy. This
study looks at the concern of how teachers and school psychologists can best use collaboration.
Teachers work to put students into groups that would best help them learn. For problem-solving
tasks neither gender of adolescents nor the type of relationship between partners was
significantly associated with their performance outcomes. Students with prior conflict history
are better suited to not work together, but if it is necessary, it is helpful to have the teacher or
school phycologist monitor as needed. Collaboration is a major part of the health classroom as
many of the standards that are taught have to do with health-related skills and healthy behaviors.
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Teaching students the value of working with others, the need to be productive in a community,
and sharing in responsibility in society is necessary. For a teacher to know the best practices of
accomplishing this, it is helpful to know that gender differences and types of relationships
generally do not affect the performance outcome in problem-solving tasks. Keeping students
who have a history of conflict is manageable and with monitoring they can accomplish tasks and
learn together (Swenson & Strough, 2008).
It is important that disciplinary literacy be at the forefront of health education best
practices such as using real life scenarios that challenge learners to use critical thinking.
Educators should develop oral skits to demonstrate skills. Use criteria to determine validity of
what students read. Apply skills such as accessing accurate information so that students are
writing papers that advocate healthy lifestyles. Students need to connect health to reading.
Challenge students with texts that focus on critical health issues. Teach students to write about
issues within the discipline using creative writing, personal reflection, and real narratives. This
helps students to relate health to their own experiences and funds of knowledge. Last, it is
important to think about the vocabulary that is used in the discipline. Think about what
vocabulary is critical for students to know and what is age appropriate. Health education
provides the opportunity for students to become literate and productive citizens in society. They
can be problem solvers, learn to critically think in real life situations and communicate
effectively. Health teaches students to be responsible for their health behaviors and know how to
make informed decisions. It is vitally important to give students the tools that make them
masters of the discipline. This means that a teacher needs to teach them to be critical thinkers,
using the oral, written, and reading skills specific to health. Research states that:
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Health Education is an integral part of the total education of every child in kindergarten
through grade 12. Quality health education programs are needed to increase student
knowledge on various age-appropriate contemporary health issues and to apply
appropriate skills to take action in promoting or restoring health (Disciplinary Literacy
in Health Education, 2020, para. 1)
Best practices in the health classroom lead to students who are able to make positive healthy
behavior decisions, be informed about the risk behaviors, and have the skills to be a positive
contributor to their community. The health classroom is the effective place where students who
are at risk adolescents can learn the knowledge and skills to make positive changes.
“United States have highest teenage pregnancy rate according to the 2020 statistics 52.1 per 1000
of female’s population (age group of 15-19). Almost 89% of these pregnancies are outside of
marriage” (Rafiq, 2013. p.1). Health risk behaviors practiced during adolescence often persist
into adulthood and contribute to the leading causes of morbidity and mortality in the United
States. Youth health behavior data at the national, state, territorial, tribal, and local levels help
monitor the effectiveness of public health interventions designed to promote adolescent health.
The Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System is the largest public health surveillance system in
the United States, monitoring a broad range of health-related behaviors among high school
students. YRBSS includes a nationally representative Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS) and
separate state, local school district, territorial, and tribal school based YRBSs. It is the best
source for quality data at the national, state, territorial, tribal, and local school district levels for
monitoring health-related behaviors that contribute to the leading causes of mortality and
morbidity among U.S. high school students and that can lead to health problems as adults. The
purpose of the surveillance system is to use its findings to help determine ways that health
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education can bring positive changes for at risk youth. The health classroom is the most
effective place in the school to reach students who are dealing with at risk behaviors
(Underwood et al., 2019). According to this study, Oregon has not participated in this survey.
Another study has stated the ranking of Oregon at risk youth compared to the rest of the United
States (States with the most risk, 2020). This report shows where Oregon ranks in the United
States with young adults ranging from 16-24 for at risk youth. We are 5th in the nation for
homeless youth, we are 4th in the nation for drug users, and we are 10th in the nation overall for
the most at risk youth (States with the most risk, 2020). The health classroom is an effective
place in a school to teach practical skills to at risk youth (States with the most risk, 2020).
Internationally, parents, teachers, and adolescents agree that comprehensive sex education is an
effective best practice for risk behaviors. On an international level attitudes of parents, students,
and teachers towards se education in the health classroom. There is a defined line of when to
teach abstinence only and when to teach abstinence plus. Parents’ perception is that abstinence
only should be taught in primary school and that abstinence plus should be taught at the
secondary level. Student perspective is that watching romantic movies, listening to romantic
radio, and reading romantic books is a predictor of when students should start sex education.
School sex education should consider the needs of teachers, students, and parents. This study
researched on an international level what the attitude of teachers, students, and parents have
toward the responsibility of the school system to teach sex education and especially HIV/AIDS.
In the classroom the health teacher needs to be able to understand what is important to the
student, the parent, and what is the standard being required to teach. Sex education is a
controversial topic for many and understanding all sides of the issue even on an international
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level gives the teacher the ability to understand other perspectives, the challenges of customs and
socioeconomics that people face (Fentahun et al., 2012).
Studies show that abstinence-only sex education programs are not effective in lowering
teen pregnancy and birth rates. The lowest rates were found in states who teach comprehensive
sex education and STD education which presents abstinence as a desired behavior along with
contraceptive education. The federal government continues to fund abstinence-only until
marriage programs even though the specific guidelines that are required to receive this funding
actually render the programs ineffective to lowering teen pregnancy and birth. Comprehensive
sex education and STD education have been proven to be the most effective sex education for
public schools. It is important to note what is happening on a national level where sex education
is concerned. Sex education is one of the greatest at-risk behaviors that affects the adolescent
population and its effect on the healthcare system of the United States. As a health educator it is
important to be able to address this issue (Hall & Hall, 2011). Research has shown that
abstinence-only education for sex education is ineffectual to lower teen pregnancy and birth
rates. The United States has the highest teen pregnancy and birth rates of all developed countries
in the world. Federal funding of abstinence-only programs known as Abstinence Only Grant
Programs and the Obama administration’s Teen Pregnancy Prevention Programs have all been
found ineffective. The most effective approach to teen pregnancy and birth rates being lowered
is the California Healthy Youth Act. Ending federal funding AEGP and TPP is a necessary step
towards directing funding toward comprehensive sex education that includes STD education
with parental opt out options for religious reasons. It is important to know the legislation that is
happening where sex education is concerned as a health educator. This provides the ability to
the health teacher to be able to give informed and accurate information to students, parents, and
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administrators. It is necessary for the educator to be able to be a part of changing what is not
working for the students that they teach and to promote the legislation that will improve the lives
of students (Brown, 2020). Finally, the best practice of comprehensive sex education in the
health classroom is represented in this study as finding what works. This study, reviewed a teen
prevention education program where peer educators, juniors and seniors, take a comprehensive
sexual health program that focuses on increasing students’ knowledge, skills, and behaviors to
reduce health risk behaviors related to unwanted pregnancy, STIs, and HIV. The students work
with 2 school-based advisors for 1 year which is offered as a health course within their school
day schedule. Besides the sex health related topics peer educators are taught social learning
theory, the health belief model, and the principles of youth leadership development. Peer
educators are taught over a 16-unit curriculum and the then they in turn teach freshman and
sophomores over a 5-unit curriculum structure. The program has seen a great deal of success
because adolescents are more inclined to have the same risk behavior issues in common.
Initiatives that promote the prevention of at-risk behaviors among youth in the education system
require more voice. Programs like these fit well in the health classroom of the public education
system. Teachers need opportunities to work alongside parents, students, administrators, and
legislators to bring these types of programs to the student population. This prevention education
program that focused on peer education is a great example of reaching at risk youth in a way that
they will listen and learn. This program is a successful example of use of functional health
knowledge, demonstration of health-related skills, and/or development of personal beliefs and
analysis of group norms to help students adopt and maintain healthy behaviors (Jennings &
Perotte, 2014).
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Summary
The literature reviewed here indicates that while aspects of teachers’ health literacy
integration have been studied in a variety of ways, the diversity in the classroom can be another
aspect in which teachers need to focus their training and how to deliver their content. When
teachers focus on content delivery, relationships with students and their families can suffer and
the distance can bring hardship to some students’ academic achievements. Understanding how
to approach the diversity of students’ background, culture, and experiences or connect with
students to build a trusting relationship can help a teacher to become successful and help students
to achieve success in the classroom. Effective instruction strategies are geared toward
understanding the learning abilities of the student. The effective teacher understands that how
they teach is just as important as what they teach. Every students’ learning abilities are different
and meeting the needs of the students so that they can be successful means teachers are providing
opportunities where students can increase their self-assessment and self-efficacy. Effective
instruction for the diverse classroom means that the teacher is using strategies that provide
feedback for the student to self-evaluate towards success and to improve their own instruction.
Health education has a vital role in today’s school system. Best practices in health provide
students with the tools they need to use functional health knowledge and build skill directly
related to healthy behaviors. The health classroom is an effective way for at risk youth in the
United States to find the information and positive decision-making skills they need to make
healthy choices.
Given the findings of this literature review, the next chapter will explain the methods and
procedures that I used to study the importance of teacher and student relationships in the diverse
classroom where teachers focus more on the student than on the delivery of content and the
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effective instructional strategies teachers use to meet the needs of diverse students in the
classroom in order that every student reach academic success.
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Chapter 3
Research Methods
The methods of inquiry for this study focused on the principles and practices of action
research, using self-study aligned with professional teacher standards, teacher artifacts, lesson
plans, observations, journaling, and supervisor comments as a means of data collection. I will
begin with a review of action research principles to establish the foundation for this study’s
method of inquiry. Second, I will review the choices and purposes of data collection that helped
to highlight my instruction and means for searching for improvement. Third, I will detail my
context for the study, methods of data collection protocols, maintaining credibility and
trustworthiness of the data, and acknowledge my limitations as a researcher. Finally, I will
present the procedures used for studying my practice, while providing data and analysis that
speaks to adaptations and adjustments made to my instruction as I implanted this study.
Research Questions
My focus for this research was to demonstrate how much a relationship between the
teacher and the students can help students to succeed. Specifically, I examined my relationship
with students and perceptions of how they respond in a diverse classroom, how they respond to
effective instruction strategies, and how best practices in the health classroom all lead to a better
relationship with a teacher. This focus aligned with the following INTASC Standards for teacher
professional development. Additionally, I considered how studying my own practice in line with
INTASC Standards could improve my own instruction and therefore, student learning. My
purpose of this study was to motivate teachers to have a better relationship with students, both
inside and outside the classroom, which will help students to make better connections. The
research question(s) for this study were:
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1. How has my lesson planning for diverse student needs transformed the relationship results
between students and my teaching practice over time?
I ask this question because in teaching I want to more readily understand how to keep a balance
between delivering content material and investing in teacher-student relationship. Data gathered
from a focus on this question will be used to observe students’ responses both inside and outside
the classroom when I was not specifically delivering content material.
2. How has my relationship with students been observed to show evidence of effective
instruction strategies?
I want to learn about how effective instruction strategies will reflect in students both inside and
outside my classroom. Data gathered from this question will be used to verify how important
effective instruction strategies will help students to be more respectful to teachers and engage in
the day-to-day routines of school responsibilities.
3. How do my lesson plan activities reflect my health teaching philosophy goals?
I hope to learn how my lesson plan activities improve my practice connecting my lesson plans to
my philosophy goals of helping students to be more successful in school and productive
members in their communities. Data gathered from the focus on this question will be used to
indicate how my philosophy goals and my lessons can help me to be a better teacher by
understanding and focusing on the diversity of my students and their needs.
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INTASC Standards
INTASC Standards (Interstate Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium) is a set of
model core teaching standards that outline what teachers should know and be able to do to ensure
every K-12 student reaches the goal of being ready to enter college or the workforce in today’s
world. These standards outline the common principles and foundations of teaching practice that
cut across all subject areas and grade levels and that are necessary to improve student
achievement. More importantly, these Model Core Teaching Standards articulate what effective
teaching and learning looks like in a transformed public education system – one that empowers
every learner to take ownership of their learning, that emphasizes the learning of content and
application of knowledge and skill to real world problems, that values the differences each
learner brings to the learning experience, and that leverages rapidly changing learning
environments by recognizing the possibilities they bring to maximize learning and engage
learners. A transformed public education system requires a new vision of teaching.
I have decided to focus on these Standards outlined below. These Standards tie with my
research questions because of the understanding of differentiation, of diverse cultures, how the
instruction strategies help my students to become critical thinkers, creative, and more
knowledgeable about building and applying what they learn in more meaningful ways.
Standard #2: Learning Differences. The teacher uses understanding of individual differences and
diverse cultures and communities to ensure inclusive learning environments that enable each
learner to meet high standards.
Standard #3: Learning Environments. The teacher works with others to create environments that
support individual and collaborative learning, and that encourage positive social interaction,
active engagement in learning, and self-motivation.
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Standard #5: Application of Content. The teacher understands how to connect concepts and use
differing perspectives to engage learners in critical thinking, creativity, and collaborative
problem solving related to authentic local and global issues.
Standard #8: Instructional Strategies. The teacher understands and uses a variety of instructional
strategies to encourage learners to develop deep understanding of content areas and their
connections, and to build skills to apply knowledge in meaningful ways.
Methods and Procedures
Because my purpose was to describe my own teaching practice as well as how I use data
to improve my own practice in line with the INTASC professional standards, it was important to
choose a method that could account for both what the standards are for teachers and how I was
paying attention to my own practice through data collection to improve it. Accordingly, this
study was designed as an action research study.
Action research is a “disciplined process of inquiry conducted by and for those taking the
action. The primary reason for engaging in action research is to assist the “actor” in improving
and/or refining his or her actions” (Sagor, 2018, p. 1). Action research helps educators to be
more effective at their own instruction and the development of their students. It helps the
educator focus on an area in question that they would like to see improvement, evaluate that
problem, and then diagnose solutions. It involves the following seven steps: selecting a focus,
clarifying theories, identifying research questions, collecting data, analyzing the data, reporting
the results, and taking informed action (Sagor, 2018). It allows the educator to take a lead in
improving and understanding their own classroom, their teaching practice, and their own
students.
Ethington (2019) defined qualitative research as:
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the collecting of data that is used to gain an understanding of underlying reasons,
opinions and motivations. Rather than provide the exact truth, conclusions drawn out of
qualitative research are summarized and inferred but help to provide valuable context.
And so, because of that, qualitative research is typically viewed as explanatory in nature.
(p. 1)
It involves the collection of empirical materials that describe routine and problematic moments
and meanings in individuals’ lives. It focuses on asking the why and is more in-depth and does
not rely on examining for measures of quantity, amount, intensity, or frequency. What shapes
the inquiry for a quality researcher is the nature of reality, the intimate relationship between the
researcher and what is studied, and the situational constraints that construct the nature of reality
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2005).
When the action researcher is the teacher, qualitative research allows them to understand
what is happening in the classroom and identify changes that improve teaching and learning. It
can help identify the causes of improvement or decline whereas quantitative research can only
acknowledge that the improvement or decline has occurred. Qualitative research gives data that
answers questions about the effectiveness of specific instructional strategies, effectiveness of
classroom managements, or even specifics about an individual students’ progress. Every time a
teacher changes the way they are teaching, adjusting a lesson plan for instance, or try to adapt a
new way to deliver content, how they analyze the way a student is learning; they are formally
researching. When teachers are investigating, implementing, reflecting, and refining their
practice, they are researching with formally thinking about it. Basically, the process of action
research will help the educator determine where they are, where they want to be, and how they
are going to get there. It means identifying a problem and envisioning that there can be a
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solution. The educator needs to make a plan of action and collect data. Then, they need to
analyze the data and make some decisions from what they have learned. The final two steps are
to report their results and implement the changes that will bring about the improvements they are
looking for. The educator continues this process so that their philosophy of teaching is
constantly growing (Kolk, 2019). According to Vasquez (2020) most theoretical support for
teaching used to come from outside the classroom. Now teachers are coming with wider
perspectives and better qualifications and have become knowledgeable professionals who have
started to do research-like activities to improve or solve teaching problems in their own context.
Here are some advantages and disadvantages of teachers conducting action research:
Advantages of action research for educators:
1. Privileged access to real-life data-they have first-hand access to crucial
information about students’ needs, learning styles, and available resources.
2. Continuing professional development-capacity to generate new knowledge and
practices to effect change within their practice.
3. When effective research is implemented at the real-life level within the
classroom it can be effective to the whole community and to society.
Disadvantages of action research for educators:
1. Need for specific training to implement the research
2. Budget and time limitations can interfere with the ability to carry-out research.
3. Research sounds attractive, but the results must be implemented in a careful
and responsible way.
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Data Collection
The basic steps in action research are 1) identify a topic or issue to study, 2) collect data
related to the chosen topic or issue, 3) analyze and interpret the collected data, and 4) carry out
action planning, which represents the application of the action research results. Data collection in
an action research project typically is related to the topic or issues and provide answers pertinent
to the research questions. As Padak and Padak observe, “Any information that can help you
answer your questions is data” (1994). Therefore, I used a variety of data collection tools related
to my topic to ensure the validity of my results. Furthermore, I adhered to the following four
characteristics in determining the data I would collect for my study, 1) anonymity of students, 2)
comparison in data collection was built in so that the results could be judged against themselves
both before and after the intervention period, 3) aspects of performance to be examined were
identified prior to data collection so that the information was relevant and connected to the
research questions, and 4) a variety of data was collected so that different aspects of the topic
could be brought to light (Padak & Padak, 1994). Finally, because I was studying my own
practice while I was in the middle of said practice, I acknowledge the “spiraling nature” of data
collection in action research (Padak & Padak, 1994). By focusing on data in connection to my
research questions, my attention tuned to other pieces of data that emerged in relation to my
questions. These emergent data pieces were included as part of the study as they had relevance to
my research questions.
Because my research questions focus on teacher and student relationships that help
students to succeed, I chose to collect data that would provide information about how my
practice and the interventions I identified aligned with the research topic. The types of data I
chose to collect are described next.
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Journaling
The data collected will be on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays for about
six weeks. During this time, I will engage with students both inside the classroom and outside
the classroom as the students work on their daily school activities and responsibilities. I hope to
learn that my relationship with students is as important as my delivery of content in the
classroom. When students feel they are important, that their teacher is interested in their
personal interests, understands their personal lives and backgrounds, and chooses to engage that
knowledge into their relationships with the students and the activities they do, then students feel
more valued and trust begins to build. This type of data connects to my question “How has my
lesson planning for diverse student needs transformed the relationship results between students
and my teaching practice over time?” because I tried to build a relationship with my students
even when I was not in the classroom or was not teaching.
Lesson Plans
The second type of data collected will be a sample of my lesson plans. Integrating into
my daily lessons time to spend checking in with students and focusing on relationships helps me
to build effective teaching strategies that include ways to start relationships with students and it
does not have to be specifically related to the content for the unit being taught. This connects to
my second question “How do my lesson plan activities reflect my health teaching philosophy
goals?”
Observations and Notes
The third type of data is observation and notes from my supervising administrator and
professor from Western Oregon University. This data collected will be important because of
their point of view and how they see that students are succeeding in the classroom because of my
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relationship with my students. This reflects on how I can be a better teacher by having an
intentional relationship with my students.
Context of the Study
I teach in a small school in the urban center of a mid-size city in the Pacific Northwest. It
is a small elementary school, one of the poorest schools in the district, surrounded by lowincome families, State hospital, and a prison. According to publicschoolreview.com, some
statistics of the school for the year 2018-2019 (newer studies were interrupted during COVID-19
pandemic) are: the school has an average of 400 students with an average of 20 students per
class. The school serves K-5, and the 5 grade is the largest class. Some classes are combined 1
th

st

and 2 . There are 5 classes focusing on Emerging Language Learners (ELLs). The school
nd

provides special education services, individualized education plans, and monitored English
translation. This school has a low percentage of students achieving proficiency in math (17%),
which is lower than the state average (41%). It has a low percentage of students achieving
proficiency in reading (26%), which is lower than the state average (56%). The school is in the
bottom 50% of all schools in the state for overall test scores (#1146 of 1200 schools). Though
the school test scores are low, the school received a 9 out of 10 score for students who have
markedly improved since arriving at the school compared to where they were before enrolling.
91% of students are eligible for free lunch and 4% are eligible for reduced lunch. While the state
average enrollment is 23% of Hispanics, at this school 67% of students enrolled are Hispanics.
The state average enrollment is 62% white, at this school 23% are white. Other ethnic groups
represent 10% of the school’s enrollment. The percentage of male and female students is 50%50%. There are 20 teachers at the school all of which are licensed. The school has 13
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educational assistants and 1 counselor/psychologist. There is currently an 82% retention rate for
teachers and 87% of licensed teachers have 3 years of experience or more.
Teachers work in data teams per grade where they plan the pacing and content of their
classes. Teachers work in PLCs to plan professional development, safety, positive behavioral
intervention supports, parent communications, and student clubs. Generally, there are 2-4
teachers in each group. I work with specials (music and physical education). I do not have a
mentor teacher at the school, but I work with my building administrator as my observer and
connect with the other physical education teacher for questions and insights.
I have been teaching elementary physical education in the district for 3 years one of
which is at this school. My workload is half time. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we have
had all classes through comprehensive district learning (CDL online only). As a physical
education teacher, I have contact with the 3 through 5 grade students throughout the week in
rd

th

this school (students participate in PE two days a week due to COVID-19). I have each class
individually when I teach them.
Participants
Because this study was designed using an action research approach, the main participant
in the study is myself, as the teacher. As my learning progressed throughout my student teaching
program, I became interested in a number of ideas that would help me to improve my instruction.
Ultimately, I decided to focus on the main research areas outlined in my research question. To
lend credibility to the results I will share from my self-study of my practice, it is important to
describe my role in the classroom where I teach. In this section I will focus on describing my
own classroom and my role as the teacher. Due to COVID-19, my students do not have any
equipment, are located in multiple environments (their own house, motorhome, offices, day
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cares), often are watching younger siblings during class, and do not have another student to
partner with for activities. I have worked from home, teaching by entering each class through
the online meeting application that each teacher is using. My students are already logged into
their classroom when I log in to join them. The district has set up PE to be one asynchronous
class on Mondays and 2 days a week of synchronous classes. My classes are 25 minutes long and
are back-to-back. I teach two 3 grade classes, two 4 grade classes, and two 5 grade classes, one
rd

th

th

of each Tuesday through Friday every week. My students transition from music, break time, and
ELD generally with their teachers. Each class has an instructor assistant or teacher who ‘hands’
the class over to me to host and then comes back into the meeting to ‘receive’ the class so that
transitions are as smooth as we can make them. I plan and prepare the classes as best that can be
accommodated because of CDL and follow the scope and sequence and standards for physical
education in our district. When I work with our other PE teacher, we try to think of activities
students can do with their families for their asynchronous class. We also try to think of extracurricular activities (such as running club, open office hours, wellness lessons). Because I was
born in Ireland, was a third culture student, and know the challenges of studying through
distance learning, I can relate to students and the Emerging Language Learners and how
relationships really are important to them. In these 3 years of teaching experience, I have seen
examples of teacher who are most focused on delivering their content than they were on having a
relationship with students. With my research I hope to find out that my relationship with
students should be a priority and that it will help students to achieve success in the classroom. I
hope to encourage new teachers to focus on relationships as much as they focus on teaching
content and delivering information to students.
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How I Studied My Teaching
My study will be a comprehension and analysis for my data collected and answers from
classroom teachers about the change in student's behaviors and their achievement of success in
the classroom. How effective the relationship built outside of the classroom is helping students
to follow directions and achieve their entire task in the classrooms. During the six weeks I will
collect the data of how much difference I am making with students just because of my
relationship built outside the classroom environment. I will have open office hours and have an
extra online time for students to do games with me and talk. I will be journaling my time with
students and analyzing the data. My lesson plans will be designed and incorporate effective
instruction strategies for student learning needs that students can practice outside my classroom
to show evidence of relationship to build student success. My goal is that students would use the
strategies they learn in our physical education time to make a difference in their success with
their teachers’ classroom and at home. I will use observations and notes from teachers to
analyze. Traditional instruction in physical education is about psychomotor development, and
though I teach physical education, I am teaching wellness for healthy behaviors. With my study,
I am incorporating best practices for the health classroom from standards connected to health
standards. What I am looking for is to teach students to become better citizens in our society,
and to achieve success in life. I will journal and take notes and focus on the changes I need to
put in place.
Credibility
Validity and reliability are important aspects of social research and can be accounted for
in a variety of ways (Torrance, 2012). Both validity, the quality of being logically sound, and
reliability, the degree to which accuracy can be considered dependable, are components of
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credibility, the quality of being trusted or believed in. Eisner (1991) believes that credibility of
qualitative research is grown through a “confluence of evidence” that includes multiple types of
data (p. 110). Validity of research is one component of providing credibility and can be done
through triangulation of data (Lather, 1991). Carter and other researchers (2014) explain that one
method of triangulation is method triangulation which includes using multiple methods of data
collection. This is similar to Eisner’s method of structural corroboration (1991). Eisner (1991)
also believes that getting input and opinions from others in the same field serves as a means of
consensual validation. This helps to further demonstrate credibility.
In my research, I used multiple methods of data collection. These different methods
served as method triangulation based on the explanation from Carter et al. (2014). The methods
of data collection were through journaling, lesson planning, observations with notes. This
allowed me to analyze the data through differing means to ensure that I was correctly
interpreting the data, as well resulting in “a broader understanding of the phenomenon” (Carter et
al., 2014, p. 546). In addition, to further strengthen my credibility, I also used member checks to
provide a form of consensual validation. These member checks were conducted with the
assistance of my committee chair, as well as my mentor, my university mentor, and classroom
teachers who are directly involved in the life of these students.
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Chapter 4
Presentation of Findings
Overview
This chapter presents my findings throughout this Action Research Project and presents
the methods of the data collection process and the analysis of the data collected. The findings
represent changes within my own teaching between Fall 2019 to the Winter of 2021 including
the 2020-2021 school year that I spent student teaching as part of the completion of the Master of
Arts in Teaching: Initial Licensure with a Health endorsement at Western Oregon University.
This chapter provides analysis of the data itself with examination of the results. Utilizing
principles of action research to gather data about my own teaching practice in order to improve
my teaching, information was gathered in three forms: for the Fall and Winter term 2020-2021, I
wrote a journal after the classes I taught about how my students responded to my approach in my
relationship with them and my insights on changes to my teaching strategies and best practices
for the Health classroom. Formal observations by a mentoring teacher (my school
administrator), a professor from Western Oregon University Master of Arts in Teaching degree
program (a supervising professor), and notations on generated artifacts used during the analyzed
learning segment that showed connections to prior learning and experiences that students may
relate to. Data collection consisted primarily of qualitative data and minimal sources of
quantitative data. The goal of this action research was to answer research questions that
represent three areas within my teaching designated to better my abilities as an educator: firstly:
“How has my lesson planning for diversity in student needs transformed the relationship results
between students and my teaching practice over time?” Secondly: “How has my relationship
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with students been observed to show evidence of effective instruction strategies?” And lastly,
“How do my lesson plan activities reflect my health teaching philosophy goals?”
The process I took to analyze data was to review Chapter 2: Literature Review. This
helped me to make a list to use so that I could organize my data and find the frequency of
matches to the criteria on my list. I decided to use a numbered and color-coding system to code
data into the categories that aligned with my research questions: 1) diversity of student needs
transformed by relationship, 2) relationship shows evidence of effective teaching strategies, and
3) best practices that reflect my health teaching philosophy goals. I highlighted related entries
from my research journal, commentaries, and lesson plans. The journal encompasses 10 weeks of
entries from December 8th, 2020 through March 9th, 2021. Due to the restrictions of COVID, my
classes have all been in comprehensive distance learning, meeting online twice a week for 30
minutes. The entries focused on the interactions with my students to my differentiation and what
my relationship did in helping them to succeed on a daily basis in my classes. I employed
differentiation and relationships because of the opportunity I had to engage with the students in a
non-ordinary way of approaching students, encouraging them to try something new or behave in
a different way. I was a new teacher for these students this year and we are in a completely
different learning environment due to being 100% online. This is a non-ordinary approach to
student/teacher relationship compared to the normal way students and teachers engage. My
entries made note of effective and non-effective instructional strategies and reflections of how I
observed my teaching practice. This log was intended to provide data to help me develop an
evidenced response to my research questions. I wanted it to cover every detail of my
representation and examples of my daily finding, but it does not cover all examples from our 3 rd5th grade students, however the data written in my journal was useful to me to reflect and
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encourage me in connecting with students to build good rapport and respect to aid in their
academic success and further my own teaching practice. These daily reflections have increased
my recognition of the impact that my teaching preparation and goals have on my students,
becoming my focus and hoping that by sharing my methods and findings will have a positive
impact on my profession.
Data Analysis of How Diversity of Student Needs Transformed Relationship
Data analysis of my observing diversity of student needs transformed by positive
student/teacher relationship came from determining criteria that aligns with my literature review.
Within the subtheme of diversity these criteria included the following:
1. the effects of positive student/teacher relationships from outside the classroom;
2., building a safe learning environment;
3., learning student backgrounds to build rapport.
I coded these criteria with a specific color and number. I used this to find all areas where
improvement and insights were made in regard to my implementation of observing diversity of
student needs to transform relationship in my classroom from my research journal, mentoring
teacher and university supervisor comments, and lesson plans that were created throughout my
MAT program.
Findings from Research Journal
Within in my research journal I found 14 entries related to observing diversity through
positive student/teacher relationship outside the classroom, building a safe learning environment,
and learning student background to build rapport. To read these complete entries, please see
Appendix A. On December 11th, 2020 I recorded an insight on learning student background to
build rapport when students were engaged in a discussion about how age affects the ability of the
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brain to respond quickly over time and how our brain uses different sides to do different
functions. This led to the students asking me how old I was and what my hobbies were. I was
able to take the lesson, which initially was simply about training for agility, and move it to a
place of me being an example of transparency so that students felt safe to share about their
families. Once they heard my age and hobbies, students started to share about the ages of their
parents and the hobbies that they had that were similar to mine. I was then able to ask them
about their own hobbies and how they engage their brains from one task to another and likewise
in the different activities and subjects at school. Students who had never shared in class before
started to engage and participate. I was able to see students’ creative personalities. On
December 15th, 2020, I held a scavenger hunt where students would find items in their home and
then I would choose a student to share about their item followed by a fitness exercise chosen by
the student. I have one student, who is from a minority ethnic group and rarely engages, who in
this activity was participating. So, I decided to encourage him by messaging him privately in the
Zoom chat. Eventually, I affirmed his choice in front of the class and asked him to share about
his item and pointed out his good ideas. He grew confident and continued to participate
throughout the rest of the class. I had previously decided not to single out a student for praise in
front of the whole class, but on this day, I felt that it would be appropriate. The student gained
respect with his peers, where normally he was overlooked. This became a more practiced
strategy with my quieter students and has resulted in them feeling a safe learning environment.
On January 13th, 2020, I checked in with my 504 student as that is how I need to keep
accountable with her progress. She enjoys doing pushups and is always joking about how many
pushups we should do in class. Her learning environment is constantly changing and in this
particular instance she was at the Boys and Girls club. She told me that she didn’t feel
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comfortable doing P.E. class with strangers around. She is easily distracted, and this
environment makes it that much more difficult. To help her focus I had her type in the chat with
me about her ideas and answers to the content we were working on rather than trying physically
do the activities. She stayed engaged the whole class time continuing to chat with me on Zoom.
After this, I paid special attention to any new locations I saw students were in and adapted for
how students who were struggling in their learning environment for the day were able to engage
with me. This helped them to feel safe, included, and for me to build rapport. On January 15th,
2020, I was working with students in our Anime club that we have after school. This is my
opportunity to get to know students outside of the classroom and build relationship for inside the
classroom. I have one student who never turns her camera on and does not engage or participate
in any other forms of communication. On this particular day we were drawing anime characters.
At the end of class, we asked the students to show us their drawings, but first we showed them
our own. By being vulnerable with our own attempts at art, the students though at first had been
reluctant, then showed us their work. Her art was very good, and I was able to really praise her
work and encourage her. The following day in PE class she had her camera on, was answering
questions and participating in P.E. She continued to show confidence though was not always
very verbal in class. Working alongside the school counselor and other teachers, we have
continued to use after school clubs run by the school staff to encourage students to get to know
us outside of the classroom. This has been good since we have not had the regular time of recess
or sports outside of class to engage with students due to COVID restrictions. On February 9 th,
2020, I noticed that a student who had normally in the past never turned on her camera and
would type negative comments in the chat, was engaged and had turned her camera on,
participating in our fitness exercises. She had had a very negative attitude from the first day we
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started class and I was a new teacher for her. I purposely wrote her an email and included her
teacher in the email address. I encouraged her that if she needed to talk or needed anything that I
could do to help her during class, that she could ask me. She did not respond back to the email,
but on the following day she was completely a different student. She has continued to be
consistent to come to class, turn on her camera and respond during discussions. Today I was
encouraged to see that because I chose to encourage her privately in opposition to her behavior,
she was able to self-regulate and slowly move toward a positive attitude. I can see that choosing
to create a safe learning environment of earning respect has helped to move her toward healthy
behavior. On February 23rd, 2020, I made an entry about a devastating ice storm that we had that
caused power outages district wide for an entire week. Students who had already been struggling
with the stress of comprehensive distance learning due to all the COVID restrictions were even
more restricted by the challenges brought on from the storm. I had noticed the heaviness of
stress after our Christmas break and saw how this last power outage incident had added to the
students’ cumulative stress. So, I changed the day’s lesson so that the students could have a few
minutes to share something good or something they were thankful for. This was to help them
take something negative and find the positive in it. It helped to build a positive relationship with
the students as they began to share what they felt was good. The students were respectful to one
another and encouraging. It helped to make the classroom a safe place to share about themselves
and be respected.
Findings from Observation Commentary
Using my color coding and numbering, I analyzed my observation commentary and noted
any comments that demonstrated the following themes in relation to the research question of how
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diversity of student needs transformed relationship between student and teacher. These themes
were:
How Diversity of Student Needs Transformed Relationship Themes
The effects of positive teacher/student relationship outside the classroom
The building of a safe learning environment
The learning of student backgrounds to build rapport
Figure 4.1 This table shows the themes that were noted in my observation commentaries.
During my first observation from my mentor teacher October 25th, 2020, she noticed,
“The most reassuring thing to offer kiddos right now is routine and you do that well. You started
with the check in followed by a short lesson about breathing with some guided practice. Next
was the warm-up then the "wheel of activities." You are really positive with kids yet authentic-you aren't saccharine in your positivity.” This demonstrated building rapport, respect and a safe
learning environment. Mentor observation on December 2nd, 2020, she noticed. You encourage
participation by changing the movement frequently, soliciting and using student ideas, taking
breaks for students to rest and get water, and modeling what you want students to do. You are
encouraging engagement by reminding students of the engagement expectations (turn camera on
or interact in the chat), reminding students of the proper forms for exercises, and connecting the
frequently used vocabulary to the exercises they are engaged in.”
During the mentor observation January 20th, 2020, she noticed, “The candidate teacher is
using all of the tools available to her right now. In this lesson, she made use of the chat and
cameras on. She requested students turn on microphones to participate (should they want to) and
no students did. She uses frequent checks for understanding which is different and difficult in
this virtual environment. When there was a loud noise mid-lesson, she stopped and asked "is
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everyone okay? What was that noise?" Once it was established everyone was okay, she moved
on with the lesson. On another occasion, she noticed the chat was getting a little silly. She asked
for the chat to be focused on classwork and when it kept going, she shut off the chat and told
students why she was shutting it off. After a bit, she resumed the chat and students were
respectful. She is clear, consistent and unemotional in her corrections and she follows through on
what she says she will do.” This demonstrated a safe learning environment.
During the mentor observation on January 22nd, 2020, she shares, “Teacher leading PE
activities to warm up. Teacher spotlights self. Teacher states, “last time when we did soccer
exercises, what were the three drills we did with the soccer ball? Anyone remember what they
might be?” (students in chat--one camera on. A few actively participating in the chat). Teacher
asks about purpose of dribbling. Teacher states, “I showed you another one. When we trap a ball,
what is the purpose?” Students participate in the chat. Teacher does same with last skill: rolling
ball with foot and its purpose. No participants…teacher shows visual of it. Then reviews all three
with visuals she has created. Noise disrupts class, Teacher pauses, asks what was that? Some
students share in chat they don’t know. Teacher asks students to keep chat focused. Teacher
orients students to goals for the day. Shows a soccer ball. Teacher states, “find your spot in the
house and I want you guys just to work today on three things specifically. The first is the tap and
catch.” Teacher demos multiple times the tap and catch. Teacher asks others to do it 5-6 times
“just to get the hang of it.” Two students turn on cameras. Teacher watches, encourages. Teacher
asks for knee tap and catch. Teacher states, “let’s see how you guys are doing.” Another camera
comes on. Teacher asks “how is it going? Tell me in the chat how it’s going.” 6 different
students share something in the chat. Teacher provides other variations for students to try; gives
feedback about how to make a stuffed bag a better to use. When students have their cameras on,
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Ms. Scherrer provides them with both positive and corrective feedback that is critical to their
growth.” This is evidence of building relationship by consistently checking in with students to
give them feedback, builds their confidence in their progress.
My mentor observation on March 12th, 2021, states, “She restates all messages from the
chat and engages with students who speak in class. She welcomes students and uses chit-chat to
help them feel comfortable and cared for.” This demonstrates learning students’ background to
build rapport.
On January 15th, 2020, my university supervisor stated, “I liked the way you connected
with and acknowledged each of the students as they were able to login to the class. I like the
introduction you gave to the unit with the questions about favorite teams, how many had played
before and then sharing from your own background and watching your brothers play in Ireland
and the transition of terminology when you moved to the United States; futbol and football.
Good to share personal experiences like that. Also bringing in names of top players from both
Mexico and the U.S. If they watch on TV, they may hear a reference about former players or
current players that you mentioned." My university supervisor observed on February 12th, 2020,
“Students respond either in the chat or they unmute their mics whatever is comfortable for them.
Most students appear on the screen, but some may choose not to open up the camera and be seen.
Safe and respectful.” Both of these shows building relationships, creating a safe environment,
and creating space in class content to use student background for student academic success. Full
observation commentaries can be found in Appendix B.
Findings in Formal Lesson Plans
The number of formal lessons I have taught while in the MAT at Western Oregon
University are numerous. To condense the number into a manageable time period for analysis, I
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analyzed lessons from 4 sets of lesson plans, some formal sets from teaching at my school
September 2020-March 2021, my mock edTPA lesson plans from in the fall of 2020, and my real
edTPA lesson plans in the winter of 2021 (see Appendix C).
Using my color coding and numbering, I analyzed my lesson plans and noted points that
demonstrated the following themes in relation to the research question of how diversity of
student needs transformed relationship between student and teacher. These themes were:
How Diversity of Student Needs Transformed Relationship Themes
The effects of positive teacher/student relationship outside the classroom
The building of a safe learning environment
The learning of student backgrounds to build rapport
Figure 4.2 Themes that were noted in formal lesson plans
In my formal lessons some examples of my engaging to build relationship are, “Introduce
myself and share a little about me.” To help create a safe learning space, “Read and discuss
classroom expectations.” I chose to engage the students to see how they were doing in the new
learning environment (safe classroom) of 100% online classes by, “Check in: Thumbs up or
Thumbs down, and why?” discussion times. To help with stress level I had students participate
with me in relaxation videos: Deep Breathing, Bring Down the Balloon, and Calm and Focus
Breathing. I have students who are from Mexico and Nigeria, who are Emergent English
Learners and love to play soccer. We were talking about bias’s and cultural differences, so to
build relationship with them and connect the content with their backgrounds, we discussed the
following in an activity: “Talk about Mexico soccer (men and women) Medal counts. Men 1
gold (2012). Women never won a soccer medal. Discuss with students about culturally why men
play more soccer than women in Mexico (opportunities and cultural teaching differences when
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teen age person). Discuss with students about which language is spoken in Mexico, Europe and
Nigeria and the difference in terminology of ‘soccer and futbol’ as a name around the world.
Teacher shares her own experience with coming from another country and learning new terms
for soccer”. “Have students turn and talk about what might be things in their own experience
where they have seen differences in sports (or other activities) between men and women and
language differences. Students discuss how when choosing teammates is more important than
their own bias’.” This lesson helped me to connect with my students because we discussed our
common experiences of culture, gender, and language differences within our cultures. These
examples from lesson excerpts show how I planned activities for a safe classroom environment
and engaging student background in order to build relationships.
Care and connection with students to build rapport in my edTPA lesson examples
included: “Join breakout rooms to check on students to see how their process is going”, “Greet
students and ask if they know their parents phone number and address by memory (Thumbs
up/Thumbs Down)”, to link in background of some of my immigrant students’ experiences:
“Culturally Diverse Point: Clean water access in Mexican cities is available to 77% of the
population, 23% of the rural population has access to clean water. In the United States less than
1% do not have access to clean water.” In one of my lessons, I changed an activity to better
serve my students during an emergency our community experienced: “This activity was changed
to have students relate to a recent ice storm that caused a week- long power outage in our area. I
had the students instead; tell me what one thing they was wished they had had during the ice
storm power outage that would have made them feel better prepared and safer.” Due to our
current restraints for COVID much of the data of personal connection is recorded visually and
orally and not written into a lesson. I noticed midway through the Fall that my students were
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logging on later and later and we were missing class time. After talking to their homeroom
teachers, I started to log on 5 minutes early during their lunch break to talk to any students who
were already logged in. Students started to hear about discussions and conversations that we had
had before class and began to log on earlier to engage. This helped build relationship with
students.
Data Analysis of How My Teaching Showed Evidence of Effective Instruction Strategies
Data analysis of my teaching showing evidence of effective instruction strategies used
out of building relationship with students for success came from determining criteria that aligns
with effective instruction strategies according to my literature review. Within the subtheme of
effective instruction strategies were many criteria listed within the literature review. For
categorization and reducing overlap within subthemes, the criteria that I chose to analyze my
effective instruction strategies included the following:
How My Teaching Showed Evidence of Effective Instruction Strategies Themes
Journal

Observation Commentary

Lesson Plans

Checks for Understanding

Checks for Understanding

Checks for Understanding

Assessment

Modeling

Modeling

Feedback

Explaining Content

Visuals/Graphic Organizers

Visuals/Graphic Organizers

Assessment Feedback

Purposeful Talks

Connecting student

Feedback

background to content

Figure 4.3 Themes for how my teaching showed evidence of effective instruction strategies.
After determining the criteria to analyze, my next step in data analysis of how my
teaching showed evidence of effective instruction strategies was highlighting and number coding
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areas that match these criteria within my research journal, observation commentary, and lesson
plans that were created throughout the MAT program. Full quotes and context from my journal
can be found in Appendix A. Complete observation commentary can be found in Appendix B.
Full lesson plans can be found in Appendix C.
Findings from Research Journal
To engage checks for understanding, on December 16th, 2020, I wrote: ‘Today, I asked
the class how they liked PE and what did they understand about the lesson we did learning the
importance of hearing directions and following them? The students were responsive and
engaged.” I deliberately asked them to be honest about how class was going because I’m new to
them and this is a whole new learning platform for the students.
On January 13th, 2021, I wrote, “Today my 504 was at the Boys and Girls Club for school
(one of her checks is that we talk to one another about how she is doing). She told me that she
was getting easily distracted and didn’t feel comfortable doing PE in front of strangers. I told her
just to do her best and keep chatting with me. She continued to chat on the Zoom and engage
even though she couldn’t do PE comfortably with others around. She stayed engaged.”
Checking for understanding with her on how her learning environment affected her engagement,
I was able to keep my focus on what she needed to accomplish the day’s lesson. On January
22nd, 2021, I wrote, “I check with a student who did not have the appropriate equipment for class
so I asked him could he give input to drills as he has played soccer. He gave suggestions that his
coach had taught him.” In checking with him on how he could engage with the learning even
though he didn’t have equipment needed for the day, he was able to still engage in the lesson and
contribute to his own learning. On January 29th, 2021, I had decided that I wanted to check for
understanding before starting lessons, so I changed the lesson. I wrote, “Today I decided to
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adjust doing the PE lesson to help my 5th graders get more practice time with vocabulary before
we start our health unit about safety planning during activities. I have students who need extra
time.” By changing my lesson target for the day by checking for understanding of vocabulary
prior to starting the unit, I was able to give my 504 and ELL students the extra time they needed
to be introduced to the new academic language without the distraction of other tasks to complete
content.
For feedback to students as an effective instruction: On December 10th, 2020, I wrote, “I
asked the students to email me if they cannot turn on their cameras or write to me in the chat.
One student has started to email me since she cannot turn on her camera and has started to chat
and engage in more conversation. I encouraged her with specific feedback to her responses.” On
December 15th, 2020, I wrote, “Many students were creative in their choices and shared why
they chose those items. So, I decided to encourage his choice and point out his good ideas.” On
January 22nd, 2020, I gave input to a student, “Student today did not have the equipment I asked
them to bring to class. So, I asked him to give input to drills from his soccer coach.” By asking
him to engage in a different way, I was able to give him feedback on how he shared his
knowledge with us and how it helped he and his classmates to improve.
Findings from Observation Commentary
I found multiple entries for the above criteria (Figure 4.3), to avoid redundancy, I will
only record a few. Complete commentaries can be found in Appendix B. On my first
observation, my mentor discussed visuals for students. My mentor wrote, “You might consider
adding a visual component to your vocabulary--and maybe it is just a picture that goes with the
word that you hold up in front of the camera. This will help anchor the learning for them.” I took
that advice and in the following observation she wrote, “Teacher” last time when we did soccer
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exercises, what were the three drills we did with the soccer ball? Anyone remember what they
might be?” (students in chat--one camera on. A few actively participating in the chat). Teacher
asks about purpose of dribbling. Teacher,” I showed you another one. When we trap a ball, what
is the purpose?” Students participate in the chat. Teacher does same with last skill: rolling ball
with foot and its purpose. No participants, teacher shows visual of it. Then reviews all three with
visuals she has created.” On February 12th, 2021, my university supervisor wrote, “The
instructions / directions were provided both visually in the slide show and orally with
accommodations that met the needs of all students as evidenced in your lesson plans. I liked the
orderly process that walked the students through the activity with a good combination of visual
and oral directions with checks for understanding all along the way.” Again, on January 15 th,
2021, he stated, “I think the visuals you mentioned was a good idea and they would be labeled in
both English and Spanish. In another setting like a gym or larger room sometimes short video
clips of the different skills is also helpful but, you did a good job given the time limit and setting
restrictions.” His comment on directions and procedures on February 24th, 2021, noted the use of
“9 slide show PowerPoint with visuals and terminology with discussion questions.”
Modeling and explaining content were other criteria that was noted in observations. On
October 25th, 2020, my mentor teacher observed, “You started with the check in followed by a
short lesson about breathing with some guided practice.” In further observations she noticed,
“Teacher demonstrates multiple times the tap and catch. Teacher provides other variations for
students to try. Teacher teaches and has students try an elephant kick.” Again, on December 2 nd,
2020 she states, “You encourage participation by changing the movement frequently, soliciting
and using student ideas, taking breaks for students to rest and get water, and modeling what you
want students to do.” Lastly, she states on January 23rd, 2021, “Ms. Scherrer spends a "just right"
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portion of her lesson in review. She then names, models and describes the new skill being
learned and sets the expectation for students to practice the skill a set number of times.” On this
date she gave some advice for me to consider having students to help model concepts, “A
"stretch" I can suggest is to enlist students to help lead the familiar routines, like the warm-up.
This may build a feeling of ownership in the class and increase participation and engagement.” I
noted in my journal on February 10th, 2021, that I engaged a student to help me lead warm-ups
and one helped to model to the students. This has now become a regular part of warm-ups in the
class.
A third criteria that were noted for effective instruction strategies were checks for
understanding and purposeful talk. On January 23rd, 2021 my mentor teacher stated, “(She)
reminded students about the big study they are doing (Soccer), the skills they have already
learned and why they are important, and the skills they would learn and practice today. She uses
frequent checks for understanding which is different and difficult in this virtual environment. She
is providing visuals for previously learned skills; reviewing the skills and how they are helpful in
soccer (the purpose for learning), encouraging students with clear feedback about what they are
doing well, asking for student engagement in a variety of ways, and reminding them of what is
coming up next.” Again, on March 12th, 2021, she wrote, “The teacher stops throughout the
lesson for informal checks for understanding, to have students engage with the content. Use of
the chat, microphones and gestures are used to check for understanding. When students don't
respond as predicted, Rhoda slows down and reviews content. The teacher took an appropriate
amount of time at the beginning of the lesson for review and examples. With new content, her
pace slowed to allow for "absorption" of the new content, and she provided multiple examples
and opportunities for students to engage.” My university supervisor noted on February 12th,
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2021, “Rhoda would check in frequently with students after each set of directions were given and
when students were in break out rooms, she would visit them to check for understanding and
progress.” Again, on February 24th, 2021, he stated, “Learning Target: changed and read aloud
due to current events that just happened in our area; ice storm - no power. Made the learning
target more life -like by tie-in to a real- life event the students were experiencing. Nicely done.!!
Continual checks for understanding throughout the 30-minute lesson with follow up questions.”
Being purposeful and checking for understanding allowed me to keep the pace of the lessons
appropriate to the learning levels.
The final criteria I analyzed for data analysis in the observation commentary for effective
instructional strategies was assessment and feedback. On January 23 rd, 2021, my mentor noted,
“Informal assessments are based on the instruction and instruction is informed by informal
assessments. There were several teaching moves which will contribute to learning gains:
management of the zoom tools (chat, spotlight, gallery view), providing visuals for previously
learned skills; reviewing the skills and how they are helpful in soccer (the purpose for learning),
encouraging students with clear feedback about what they are doing well, asking for student
engagement in a variety of ways, and reminding them of what is coming up next.” On March
12th, 2021, she stated, “The teacher uses data from the assessments to provide feedback to
learners.” On February 24th, 2021, my university supervisor observed, “Questions are practical in
nature since all relate to planning an outing and discussions center around safety, preparation /
planning., communication, first aid; food, clothing, water and light. All feedback is directly
related to the assignment outcomes. Each element listed above is accompanied with questions as
to the need for each item needed for a safe, comfortable organized trip or outing.” Aligning
assessment and feedback together has garnered a greater level of understanding in my teaching
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practice of how to meet the learning needs of my students and helped them to look for
encouragement and ways to improve.
Findings in Lesson Plans
The number of formal lessons I have taught while in the MAT at WOU is numerous. To
condense the number into a manageable time period for analysis, I analyzed lessons from 4 sets
of lesson plans, some formal sets from teaching at my school September 2020-March 2021, my
mock edTPA lesson plans from in the fall of 2020, and my real edTPA lesson plans in the winter
of 2021 (see Appendix C).
Examples of effective instruction strategies found within the formal lesson plans
include cultural diversity connecting student background to discipline content, modeling and
explaining to students and students with modeling the class, the use of visuals to increase student
understanding, use of study tools such as graphic organizers, assessments aligned with discipline
standards, and giving students’ feedback on independent work found in Figure 4.3.
Effective instruction strategies found in the mock edTPA lesson plans include graphic
organizers in the form of t-charts and concept maps which students used to organize vocabulary
and reference information for the unit being studied, giving assessments and feedback as I
observed students’ independent work, and checks for understanding making sure to answer
questions and help students with form and function. In one lesson I reflected that I really did not
consider differentiation for IEP and 504 students who needed an alternative approach. This
changed in lessons here on, after pursuing advice from mentor teachers on how to better
differentiate for the content being presented.
Effective instruction strategies found in the real edTPA lessons, can be seen in the use of
a graphic organizer, “Concept mapping of the plan we are creating will show the students a
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method they can adopt as a group norm for maintaining healthy behaviors for their life span.”
This included modeling, which was done by using the computer application ‘Paint It’ and having
students draw the concept map along with me in their own notebooks. Visuals were used
extensively, especially as these lessons were taught online due to COVID. Visuals were in the
form of google presentations, YouTube videos I created for modeling and explanation,
purposeful talks with students about content, and assessments aligned with standards and
feedback in Zoom chat. These all reflect effective instruction strategies as evidence in my
teaching.
Data Analysis of How Lesson Plan Activities Reflect Best Practices in My Health Teaching
Philosophy Goals
To analyze best practice activities in my health teaching philosophy goals, I first
reviewed my literature review to determine research-based criteria of inquiry-based learning.
The criteria that I determined important for the subtheme are listed here:
How Lesson Plan Activities Reflect Best Practices in My Health Teaching Philosophy
Goals Themes
Journal

Observation Commentary

Lesson Plans

Collaboration

Technology

Collaboration

Discussion

Student Experiences

Discussion

Technology

Culturally Responsive

Technology

Scenarios

Differentiation

Culturally Responsive

Student Experiences

Alignment to Standards

Differentiation

Culturally Responsive

Alignment to Standards
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Differentiation
Alignment to Standards
Figure 4.4 Themes for how lesson plans reflect best practices in my philosophy goals.
I used this list to color coordinate highlighting of my research journal, observation
commentaries, and lesson plans.
Findings from Research Journal
Best practices in my health teaching philosophy goals were found in multiple entries in
my research journal, I will record a few as there were many overlapping entries. I worked on
increasing discussion and collaboration. Being that my student teaching was during COVID,
classes were 100% online during this action research project and this was a challenging
environment for discussion and collaboration. On December 11th, 2020, I noted, “Today
students had time to talk at the end of class. They started asking me about my age. They were
engaging together in discussion about why listening to direction is important and then
conversation moved to talking about how the older people get the harder it becomes to train your
brain to quick response.” On February 10th, 2021, I wrote, “Before the lesson today, I discussed
with students about activities they did as a family. We talked about safety planning to make
good decisions that lead to healthy behaviors. This was to help connect the assets they bring to
class with the content we are working on.” I noticed in the classroom, as we have moved
through this difficult season with the pandemic, confidence of students and collaboration has
become more challenging as they are getting technology fatigued. I wrote on February 12th,
2021, “Today I did a breakout rooms activity and the students worked at it. However, students
struggled to turn on their cameras and engage. They seem worn out of the online version of
school. I can see the progression from when I had discussion in the classroom last year to how
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COVID has affected the students now. They are timid, tend to sit back, slower to try and
collaborate with one another’s ideas. Today was clear evidence that where once they were glad
to be working in groups together, now they struggle to engage. I can see how limited they feel. I
will try to engage them with anonymous applications like Padlet, which might help them
approach discussion a little easier.” The follow through of this was that I did use the application
Padlet and they really engaged.
A second criteria that I had not engaged much at the beginning of my student teaching,
due to a lack of experience, increased over the course of my research project. On January 29 th,
2021, I wrote, “We used visual aids for academic language today both in English and Spanish.”
On February 12th, 2021 I made a journal entry referring to the technology fatigue the students
seemed to be struggling with and decided to use an anonymous application to help them take a
half step toward discussion and find their way to working on relationship in a technology age
where it is outside of the use of texting, but actual discussion with each other. On February 24th,
2021, I wrote, “Today I changed my lesson plan to accommodate application for the power
outage we just had. (I used the application Padlet as an online post it board for anonymous
answers). The students responded with how they wished they had had something to cook their
food with, they chose to use their phone for a flashlight, wanted extra food because the fridge did
not work, some water and blankets, etc.” This use of technology that I had not been aware of
before, allowed me to be creative with helping students to connect their personal experiences
with the content we were learning. On February 26th, 2021, I used technology to create scenarios
through video. I wrote, “We used scenario today to work on our safety planning. The students
responded well and many participated, more than usually participate in class. It gave me insight
into their personal, family, and community experiences. It gave me insight into how technology
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used in this way, allowed the students to be more expressive and engage in distance learning
environment. The technology opened a door for relationship to see more about their
background.”
A third criteria that was predominate in the research journal as a best practice was
differentiation. I made several notes throughout as it was important for me to pursue since I did
not feel it was something, I was strong with at the beginning of my student teaching. On January
13th, 2021, I wrote, “I talked to my 504 student today. She was at the Boys and Girls club and
said she get easily distracted. I told her just to do her best and to keep chatting with me in the
Zoom chat. (Checking in with her is a part of her 504). She continued to chat and engage even
though she couldn’t do PE comfortably with strangers around.” On January 22nd, 2021, I noted,
“Student today did not have the equipment I asked them to bring to class. So, I asked him to
give input to drills as he has played soccer. He gave suggestions that his coach had taught him.
Bringing in his ‘funds of knowledge’ connecting to interdisciplinary connections helped to
connect him to class.” In ongoing growth from when I started teaching and had not really used
academic language vocabulary, I started to make sure to send English and Spanish vocabulary
early to students and set class time aside to study it to help my ELL and 504 students. I wrote on
February 5th, 2021, “Today I decided to adjust doing the PE lesson to help my ELL students and
get more practice time with vocabulary before we start our health unit about making a plan for
safety during activities. I have students who need extra time. So, instead of waiting and doing
vocabulary along with the introduction content of only, I decided to add it to the previous class
time. This will make it more familiar when we use the academic language later.” I continued to
make sure that I paid attention to ways that I could differentiate for my students.
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Findings from Observation Commentary
Early on, I was encouraged by my mentor to work on differentiation. In her observation
on October 25th, 2020, she wrote, “In addition, you built in some repetition with the vocabulary
they are learning. You might consider adding a visual component to your vocabulary and maybe
it is just a picture that goes with the word that you hold up in front of the camera. This will help
anchor the learning for them.” I made changes to provide a best practice for health teaching and
working toward my teaching philosophy of supporting my students for academic success. Later,
on December 2nd, 2020, she wrote, “You are encouraging engagement by reminding students of
the engagement expectations (turn camera on or interact in the chat), reminding students of the
proper forms for exercises, and connecting the frequently used vocabulary to the exercises they
are engaged in.” Again, on March 12th, 2021, she wrote, “When students don’t respond as
predicted, the teacher slows down and reviews content.” My university supervisor noted on
February 12th, 2021, “The instructions and directions were provided both visually in the slide
show and orally with accommodations that met the needs of all students as evidenced in your
lesson plans. Vocabulary was sent ahead of time to linguistic learners; Spanish translation
provided with pictures; ELL students may respond verbal or in writing in their own language.”
Again, he noted differentiation on February 24th, 2021, he wrote, “Spanish translation with
vocabulary and pictures, modeling use of the concept map for linguistic learners. 504 frequent
checks for engagement.”
Another change that was recommended by my mentor was written on December 12 th,
2020, “A challenge I have for you is to share a link to the video with students and challenge them
to play the game with family members.” The change was made, and we started a Monday link
for doing games with families. I later found ways to make cultural responsiveness a priority. On
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January 15th, 2021, my university supervisor wrote, “I like the introduction you gave to the unit
with the questions about favorite teams, how many had played before and then sharing from your
own background and watching your brothers play in Ireland and the transition of terminology
when you moved to the United States; futbol and football. Good to share personal experiences
like that.” Then on February 24th, 2021, he wrote, “Learning target was change and read aloud
due to current events that just happened in our area; ice storm-no power. Made the learning
target more life-like by tie-in to a real-life event the students were experiencing.”
The third criteria that I developed in during my student teaching was the use of
technology. My mentor teacher wrote on January 23 rd, 2021, “The teacher makes great use of
the tools of Zoom while understanding the items students may have for use may be pretty lowtech (using a stuffed bag for a soccer ball). She is resourceful in materials AND proficient in the
tech tools needed to teach PE.” My university supervisor noted on February 24th, 2021,
“Candidate’s use of technology included computer, Google slides, Zoom, Padlet, and the class is
conducted online. Use of technology to enhance the learning experience, but not to replace
teaching.”
Findings for Lesson Plans
The number of formal lessons I have taught while in the MAT at WOU is numerous. To
condense the number into a manageable time period for analysis, I analyzed lessons from 4 sets
of lesson plans, some informal sets from teaching at my school September 2020-March 2021, my
mock edTPA lesson plans from in the fall of 2020, and my real edTPA lesson plans in the winter
of 2021 (see Appendix C). The themes I have noted here are found in Figure 4.4.
Collaboration and discussion were one area that I focused on to improve because students
really need to learn to collaborate and discuss topics in a health classroom, it’s a vital best
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practice. In one formal lesson I created an activity, “Have students turn and talk about what
might be things in their own experience where they have seen differences in sports (or other
activities) between men and women.” In the mock edTPA I created another activity, “Put
students in groups and give them a poster and markers. I will tell students to use Chromebooks
and textbooks to look up information. I will walk around and monitor, encourage, and help
refine information with students. Once each group has completed their work, mark it completed
and have the students hang their poster.” In the formal edTPA lesson plans I had another
collaborative activity created for students, “Send students to break out rooms and have them
write answers in their notebooks including using some of our vocabulary terms. Have students
assign a scribe who will share their answers. Each student will answer one of the questions
during the discussion time. Join breakout rooms to check on students to see how their process is
going.”
The other subtheme I wanted to note from my lesson plans that is a best practice in the
health classroom is cultural responsiveness. In one lesson it notes, “The teacher will talk about
the Summer Olympics (where there is soccer on an international level), about the worth of
Olympic medals, and about the opening ceremony (show video here). Talk about Mexico soccer
(men and women) Medal counts. Men 1 gold (2012). Women never won a soccer medal.
Discuss with students about culturally why men play more soccer than women in Mexico
(opportunities and cultural teaching differences when teen age person). Discuss with students
about which language is spoken in Mexico, Europe and Nigeria and the difference in
terminology of ‘soccer and futbol’ as a name around the world.” Then again in the real edTPA
lesson plans, “Discuss the elements to put in your backpack for safety in an activity:
communication, water, and light, food, clothes, and first aid. Culturally Diverse Point: Clean
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water access in Mexican cities is available to 77% of the population, 23% of the rural population
has access to clean water. In the United States less than 1% do not have access to clean water.”
Unanticipated Findings
To begin analyzing my data, I created a summary list of all the possible criteria that
would fit into each research category that could be then used to highlight and number code my
data. This list was also used to for implementing all three research goals throughout my project.
Within the analysis was a consistent unanticipated finding that had not been on my list. In the
observation commentaries there were consistent comments towards the alignment of central
focuses and learning targets to the standards. The following are the noted observations: On
January 23rd, 2021, my mentor stated, “This lesson is aligned to 5th grade standards for physical
education.” All activities and assessments are aligned to 5th grade PE standards.” Again, on
March 24th, 2021, she noted, “They (learning targets, directions, and procedures) are
communicated at the beginning of the lesson. I can make a health-related decision when
discussing scene safety.” This statement was in line with the standard the lesson was written to
follow. Lastly, my university supervisor noted on February 24th, 2021, “Lesson plan aligned
with objectives, standards, targets, with additional cultural diverse point dealing with clean water
access by demographics.” (Lessons plans are found in Appendix C). This was exciting to see that
over the time of working as a student teacher, that there was consistency of content and practice.
This was something that before student teaching, I had not had experience in as a teacher.
Summary
Despite the complication of the COVID, the process of journaling is neither timeconsuming nor difficult, and it is a routine I believe worth continuing on into my career. I would
change that I would do it with daily consistence and even keep a log for each student as much as
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is reasonable, in order to help me truly build relationship with students and understand their
learning needs to help move them toward academic success. It will be helpful developing a habit
or writing and periodically reading about my findings, applying what I have learned and
discovered in order to improve my own practices. Likewise, reflecting on my lesson plans and
evaluating them for subthemes that support effective instruction and best practice within my
classroom will help me to improve and deepen my understanding of how to help students meet
their learning goals. Observations are not new for me, and I have seen the value of collaboration
for improvement and will continue to make professional learning collaboration a goal with my
co-teachers, supervisors, and school principal.
The next chapter discusses the implications of these findings, as well as the strengths and
limitations of the study. This information concludes this report, but it is evident that this action
research will be continuing into the future, and hopefully become a practice adopted within my
changing goals over the years of my teaching of health
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Chapter 5
Discussion and Conclusion
Health is an integral part of the total educational program of the student. My philosophy
as a Health teacher is that through health education, students will learn health benefits and how
to maintain health enhancing behaviors for a lifetime. I strive to provide a supportive classroom
through building strong relationships and best practices in teaching that supports their learning
needs to set them up for a positive lifetime of learning. Our educational system is permeated by
many ethnicities, languages, beliefs, socio-economic backgrounds, religious beliefs, diverse
cultural customs, physical and emotional conditions. Robert Marzano (2003) states that there are
school-level factors that are under the jurisdiction of the public schools in America. These
factors include guaranteed and viable curriculum, challenging goals and effective feedback,
parent and community involvement, safe and orderly environment, and finally collegiality and
professionalism. These indicate that all students should have equity and when motivated and
provided the opportunity of discovery they are able to achieve academic success. Studies show
that students who are connected, whose needs are met, who can engage in the content through
their interests, and have a sense of enjoyment are students who can attain high academic
achievement and become lifelong learners (Good et al., 2003). The diversity of learners in the
classroom constantly challenges the teacher to find ways to recognize and adjust their instruction
to include the learning of cultures and behaviors in class content. The classroom in not only
about content, but more importantly it is about the student. Students learn in different ways and
teachers need to constantly be seeking scaffolds that help students learn better and retain
information.
My purpose for this research was to demonstrate how much a relationship
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between the teacher and the students could help students to succeed. Specifically, I examined
my relationship with students and perceptions of how they responded in a diverse classroom,
how effective instruction strategies were used in my classroom, and how best practices in the
health classroom are influenced by relationship. I considered how studying my own practice in
line with INTASC Standards could improve my own instruction and therefore, student learning.
My purpose of this study is to motivate teachers to have a better relationship with students, both
inside and outside the classroom, which will help students to make better connections. I hoped to
see that a positive teacher relationship will enhance the academic success of my students.
To do this I set goals for improvement by asking three questions:
1. How has my lesson planning for diverse student needs transformed the
relationship results between students and my teaching practice over time? I asked
this question because in teaching I wanted to more readily understand how to
keep a balance between delivering content material and investing in teacherstudent relationship.
2. How has my relationship with students been observed to show evidence of
effective instruction strategies? I wanted to learn about how effective instruction
strategies would reflect in students both inside and outside my classroom.
3. How do my lesson plan activities reflect my health teaching philosophy goals?
I hoped to learn how my lesson plan activities improved my practice connecting
my lesson plans to my philosophy goals of helping students to be more successful
in school and productive members in their communities.
Through data collections and assessment of data sources such as: previous and current
lesson plans utilized during my teaching, journal entries that occurred throughout this action
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research project process, and formal observations of my teaching practice by supervisors, I was
able to draw conclusions about my current teaching practices. In this chapter I will discuss the
implications, strengths and limitations and summary of this study in relation to the research
question findings and overall goals of this Action Research Project.
Implications
My first goal: How has my lesson planning for diverse student needs transformed the
relationship results between students and my teaching practice over time?
My use of incorporating the importance of relationships and understanding the diversity
of students to transform my lesson planning and see improvement in my teaching practice
increased over the course of this study. This is supported in my journaling, lesson plans, and
observations. I saw increased confidence in spending time with students in order to understand
how to connect with them for multiple reasons. The first being that getting to know my students
helped me to build rapport and respect, both being essential in classroom management and
working toward common goals in the classroom. The second, was that building those
relationships allowed me to gain understanding of their interests and prior knowledge that are
assets they are bringing to the classroom. Finally, the relationships I built helped me to know
how to plan or adjust lessons and class time to meet the needs of individual students and
highlight within the lessons ways that students can connect their own culture, family, and
community connections to the content. Focusing on relationship helped me to make my teaching
approachable to students for them to make meaning of what they were learning for their
academic success and life-long learning. Due to COVID restrictions, I am not satisfied with the
depth of relationship that was achieved and believe that in a classroom with face-to-face
connections there are many more avenues available to strengthen student teacher relationships
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for the purpose of students’ academic success and improved teaching practices. I believe those
can be found both inside and outside the classroom.
My second goal: How has my relationship with students been observed to show evidence
of effective instruction strategies?
Effective instruction strategies saw improvement in implementation during this research
project. At the beginning of my teaching, I knew that I needed to improve my use of effective
instruction strategies that would be effective for students with linguistic and learning needs. As I
reviewed strategies in my research, I found strategies that I could implement in my classroom.
Due to being in a restricted teaching environment because of the COVID-19 pandemic I was able
to hone the business of a regular classroom into even less distractions that can come from the
pulse and flow of a school’s construct and focus on what strategies my students needed to
succeed for the content through comprehensive distance learning. This meant focusing on
visuals, checking for understanding, using graphic organizers, having purposeful talks, using
focused assessments and feedback to improve both student learning and my teaching. These
instruction strategies were effective in that students had access to differentiate forms of engaging
the content. However, as time wore on, the fatigue of trying to keep students engaged in an
environment where they struggled to keep cameras and microphones on because of the lack of
interpersonal connection brought to light that being present in a classroom rather than over video
lends itself to the merits of reading the subtle intuition of body language, vocal tone, and eye
contact. I found that you can have good effective instruction strategies, but the constant of
technology was wearing on the students and myself alike. I found that technology is helpful,
creative and expansive, but it cannot replace the personal connection of presence.
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My third goal: How do my lesson plan activities reflect my health teaching philosophy
goals?
As the project progressed, it became evident to me the importance specific best practices
being valuable to implement specifically in the health classroom. My data analysis showed the
following to be effective: collaboration and discussions, technology, rubrics and checklists,
scenarios and student experience, culturally responsive pedagogy, differentiation for ELLs and
504, and alignment to standards. These best practices helped me to use the relationships I had
built to further the knowledge and understanding of the content with my students. Health is a
dynamic discipline that demands that if the student is to genuinely learn they have to engage
critical thinking and examine what they believe, pushing themselves to question, practice, and
adopt mindsets that turn to lifelong behaviors. I found that these best practices furthered my own
investigation of my students’ understandings, experiences, and prior knowledge. Each one
pushing me to improve not necessarily the content so much as inviting the students into the
process in ways that helped them to question and apply the concepts, principles, and standards to
their experiences as the world around us changed.
Strengths and Limitations
This action research project provided me with invaluable experience and opportunity in
this qualitative type of research that is necessary in the teaching practice. Every school I have
taught in has required that I set goals, gather data, analyzed and implemented the results to
improve teaching from year to year. It is vital for growing in one’s practice to become a better
teacher. I have gained skills in gathering and analyzing data and understanding the process of
action research. I believe this process will continue to improve my teaching.
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The findings within this research project are reinforced because of the use of data
triangulation. By analyzing my research journal, observation commentaries, and formal lesson
plans through criteria found in current search literature, the findings have importance. All three
data sources showed findings of improvement in my application of relationship, effective
instruction strategies, and best practices. If I had only used one data resource, the findings would
not be as reinforced. Data was collected for the singular purpose of focusing on my own teaching
rather than student responses to the improvement in my teaching, no findings can be made for
effectiveness for student engagement, motivation, or learning. The findings showed
improvement in my own teaching relatively close to the literature researched for relationships,
effective instruction strategies, and best practices. However, whether this improvement in my
practice related to improvement in students learning, engagement, or motivation is unknown.
This study is limited in duration which limits what data could have been collected to
bring more depth to the study. Due to the nature of the student teaching program, I could not
really study the students. Other limitations affected this study in that I am a first-time researcher
and really just starting to learn the process of action research. I was limited to a minimal amount
of time to dedicate to this study because of simultaneously working on my Master of Arts in
Teaching degree. Finally, the biggest limitation for this study was dealing with COVID
restrictions, which most impactfully included having to teach the entire school year through
comprehensive distance learning. This environment challenged me and students to learn entirely
new teaching and learning platforms. Communities, families, students, and teachers alike were
fatigued, stressed, and simply doing their best to do the minimal with excellence.
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Concluding Statement
This action research project has given me greater self-awareness and confidence for
building relationships with students both inside and outside the classroom. It has given me
avenues to deepen my understanding of diversity in the classroom and the richness that comes
with broadening my own knowledge of other cultures and experiences and bringing those assets
into the classroom both through my students and my own studies. It has improved my
experiences with effective instruction strategies that are research-based and proven in developing
my students’ learning experience. Though this has been a challenging experience, I am
confident that this process has solidified my research goals and they will continue to form my
methods of instruction. When I started teaching many years ago, I was more focused on the
delivery of content to the students, fulfilling the requirements of the curriculum, and assessing
the students with little to no feedback for their improvement passed the grade.
This research project has changed my mindset to broaden my perspective to think about
what I want the students to learn and then work backwards from those standards, to learning
objectives, and teaching strategies that will help them reach their goals and meet their learning
needs. It has taught me to get to know my students, to motivate them with being creative and
engaging so that they can make meaning to become lifelong learners.
This action research project has been a challenging endeavor and a capstone, but I
recognize that the process and methods, though may not need to be so formal, will continue to be
valuable in setting me up for success in continuing to improve my teaching goals, reflections,
and practice. In these ways, I believe that this project will be a benefit to colleagues.
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Appendix B: Observation Commentaries
Administrator Observation 12/2/2020
Thanks for letting me share in PE today!
Several things you did will lead to learning gains:
•

Your pacing matches the attention span/stamina of the students. You switch up the
format every 5 minutes or so

•

You encourage participation by changing the movement frequently, soliciting and using
student ideas, taking breaks for students to rest and get water, and modeling what you
want students to do.

•

You are encouraging engagement by reminding students of the engagement expectations
(turn camera on or interact in the chat), reminding students of the proper forms for
exercises, and connecting the frequently used vocab to the exercises they are engaged in.

A challenge I have for you is to share a link to the video with students and challenge them to
play the game with family members. This might be done in the chat or maybe through Canvas or
the PE page.

MAT ONLINE/HYBRID TERM II - WINTER 2021
Student Name :
Scherrer, Rhoda I
02/03/2021
LESSON PLANNING "LOOK FORS"
Are goals and objectives, standards, or targets appropriate and measurable?
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Yes. In the midst of a soccer unit, Ms. Scherrer is teaching a small set of skills each day. She
breaks down each skill to its components and teaches students how to put them together

Do lesson plans align to objectives, standards, or targets?
Yes, this lesson is aligned to fifth grade standards in physical education.

Are a variety of appropriate formal and informal assessments used?
Ms. Scherrer is using all of the tools available to her right now. In this lesson, she made use of
the chat and cameras on. She requested students turn on microphones to participate (should they
want to) and no students did.
INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY "LOOK FORS"
Are learning targets, directions, and procedures communicated appropriately to students?
Yes. Ms. Scherrer reminded students about the big study they are doing (Soccer), the skills they
have already learned and why they are important, and the skills they would learn and practice
today.

Are lessons sequenced and scaffolded appropriately?
Yes. Lessons build on prior knowledge and overlap slightly to best engage students.

Are checks for understanding and differentiation used to meet the needs of all learners?
Yes. Ms. Scherrer uses frequent checks for understanding which is different and difficult in this
virtual environment.
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Does the Candidate integrate technology and/or digital tools to engage learners?
Yes. Ms. Scherrer makes great use of the tools in zoom while understanding the items students
may have for use may be pretty low-tech (using a stuffed bag for a soccer ball). Ms. Scherrer is
resourceful in materials AND proficient in the tech tools needed to teach PE.

Does the Candidate manage a safe and respectful learning environment?
Yes. When there was a loud noise mid-lesson, Ms. Scherrer stopped and asked "is everyone
okay? What was that noise?" Once it was established everyone was okay, she moved on with the
lesson. On another occasion, Ms. Scherrer noticed the chat was getting a little silly. She asked for
the chat to be focused on classwork and when it kept going, she shut off the chat and told
students why she was shutting it off. After a bit, she resumed the chat and students were
respectful. Ms. Scherrer is clear, consistent and unemotional in her corrections and she follows
through on what she says she will do.
ASSESSMENT "LOOK FORS"
Are assessments data driven?
Yes. Informal assessments are based on the instruction and instruction is informed by informal
assessments.

Do assessments align to standards?
Yes. All activities and assessments are aligned to fifth grade PE standards.

Do informal and formal assessments give meaningful feedback to learners?
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Yes. When students have their cameras on, Ms. Scherrer provides them with both positive and
corrective feedback that is critical to their growth.

Do instructional choices stem from research and theory?
Yes. Ms. Scherrer spends a "just right" portion of her lesson in review. She then names, models
and describes the new skill being learned and sets the expectation for students to practice the
skill a set number of times.
Additional feedback for the Teacher Candidate.
There were several teaching moves which will contribute to learning gains: management of the
zoom tools (chat, spotlight, gallery view), providing visuals for previously learned skills;
reviewing the skills and how they are helpful in soccer (the purpose for learning), encouraging
students with clear feedback about what they are doing well, asking for student engagement in a
variety of ways, and reminding them of what is coming up next.
What are the next steps for the Teacher Candidate? Establish one or two specific and observable
goals for the next scheduled observation.
A "stretch" I can suggest is to enlist students to help lead the familiar routines, like the warm up.
This may build a feeling of ownership in the class and increase participation and engagement.
PART III: STRENGTHS
Share one or two outstanding strengths of the Teacher Candidate.
Ms. Scherrer is organized, approachable to kids, and willing to try out new instructional moves.
PART IV: CONCERNS
Are there any concerns that should be addressed at this time?
No
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WOU Supervisor
Formal Observation #1-Rhoda Scherrer
February 12, 2021

Candidate,
I have completed the write up for lesson 2 from Friday, Feb. 12. I am in the process of filling out
the observation form in TK-20.
I appreciated the copy of the slide show, the detailed lesson plans, and the ease of getting
connected online.
You made sure students understood the task / activity by checking for understanding as the
assignment progressed. The instructions / directions were provided both visually in the slide
show and orally with accommodations that met the needs of all students as evidenced in your
lesson plans. The whole process was orderly and logical from beginning to end. I also liked the
closing with the brain break to get the students moving with "Mummy" Jacks, Ski jumps and the
double jumps with a spin that ties into the jump rope activities.
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MAT ONLINE/HYBRID TERM II - WINTER 2021
Student Name:
Scherrer, Rhoda I

LESSON PLANNING "LOOK FORS"
Are goals and objectives, standards, or targets appropriate and measurable?
Date of observation Feb. 12, 2021
HE 5.4.1L Analyze health related situations that might require a decision
HE 5.4.2: Analyze a health-related healthy option when making a decision.
Central Focus: Students will demonstrate analyzing skills for enhancing health by producing a
three-part safety plan they will apply to a given situation and describe how it relates to their
personal health.
Learning Target: Students will be able to implement phase 1 (Plan) questions to a given situation

Do lesson plans align to objectives, standards, or targets?
Lesson plans align to Content Standards, Central Focus and Learning Targets.

Are a variety of appropriate formal and informal assessments used?
Evidence gleaned from group discussion questions / responses serves an informal assessment.
The summative will be three days after this lesson.
INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY "LOOK FORS"
Are learning targets, directions, and procedures communicated appropriately to students?
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Learning Target was presented on the initial slide of the lesson and was read aloud to the
students.

Verbal instructions / directions accompanied the six slides in Lesson 2.

Are lessons sequenced and scaffolded appropriately?
+ The slides match the sequence of the tasks assigned and explained in the lesson plans.

+ Plans are well-organized in a logical order and easily understood by these third-grade students.

Are checks for understanding and differentiation used to meet the needs of all learners?
Checks for Understanding: Rhoda would check in frequently with students after each set of
directions were given and when students were in break out rooms, she would visit them to check
for understanding and progress.

Differentiation: Vocabulary sent ahead of time to linguistic learners; Spanish translation
provided with pictures; ELL students may respond verbal or in writing in their own language.

Does the Candidate integrate technology and/or digital tools to engage learners?
The whole lesson is in a digital format.
The students login from their homes into the teachers meeting platform and can respond either in
the chat room or can unmute their mics and respond verbally.
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Does the Candidate manage a safe and respectful learning environment?
Students respond either in the chat or they unmute their mics whatever is comfortable for them.
Most students appear on the screen, but some may choose not to open up the camera and be seen.
Safe and respectful.
ASSESSMENT "LOOK FORS"
Are assessments data driven?
The assessment will be centered around with what the students came up with by answering the
What, Who, Where, and When segments of the Phase One Plan. They will use those responses to
construct the plan.

Do assessments align to standards?
By answering the What, Who, Where, When questions, students will be able to construct the
Phase One plan which was the learning target.

Do informal and formal assessments give meaningful feedback to learners?
Teacher will check in on students as they work in the breakout rooms and will also see the Group
Activity responses and give feedback as to the completion of the activity / plan.

Are there a variety of assessments that are developmentally appropriate and use both formative
and summative data?
Assessments are developmentally appropriate for third grade students as students get to choose
the activity they are planning to do. Their choice will reflect what they are interested in at their
age.
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TEACHING "LOOK FORS"
Do instructional choices stem from research and theory?
Collaboration
Fawcett, Lillian, M., & Garton,. Alison, F., (2005) The effect of peer collaboration on children's
problem-solving ability

Additional feedback for the Teacher Candidate.
I liked the orderly process that walked the students through the activity with a good combination
of visual and oral directions with checks for understanding all along the way.

I liked the closing with a "Brain Break" to get the students moving with "Mummy" jacks; ski
jumps, and double jumps, that were tied in with jump rope
PART III: STRENGTHS
Share one or two outstanding strengths of the Teacher Candidate.
Made sure students understood the task / activity by checking for understanding as the
assignment progressed.

Instructions / directions were provided both visually and orally with accommodations that met all
student needs.
PART IV: CONCERNS
Are there any concerns that should be addressed at this time?
No
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Student Name:
Scherrer, Rhoda I

LESSON PLANNING "LOOK FORS"
Are goals and objectives, standards, or targets appropriate and measurable?
Date of Observation: Feb. 24, 2021:
HE5.4.1: Analyze health-related situation that might require a decision.
HE5.4.2 Analyze a health-related healthy option when making decisions.
Central Focus: SW demonstrate analyzing skills for enhancing health by producing a three part
safety plan the will apply to a given situation and describe how it relates to their personal health.
Learning Target: SWBAT formulate in a visual / audio recording what the risk or reward is for
their choice of clothes for activity safety.

Do lesson plans align to objectives, standards, or targets?
Lesson plan aligned with objectives, standards, targets with additional Culturally Diverse Point
dealing with clean water access by demographics.

Are a variety of appropriate formal and informal assessments used?
Padlet exit ticket

Summative assessment two days after this lesson.
INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY "LOOK FORS"
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Are learning targets, directions, and procedures communicated appropriately to students?
Learning Target: changed and read aloud due to current events that just happened in our area; ice
storm - no power. Made the learning target more life -like by tie-in to a real- life event the
students were experiencing. Nicely done.!!

Directions / Procedures:
9 slide show / PowerPoint with visuals and terminology with discussion questions

Are lessons sequenced and scaffolded appropriately?
Yes. Slide show / power point is organized in a logical sequence and each step builds on the
previous step.

Are checks for understanding and differentiation used to meet the needs of all learners?
Checks for understanding: Continual checks throughout the 30-minute lesson with follow up
questions.

Differentiation: Spanish translation with vocabulary and pictures; modeling use of the concept
map for linguistic learners. 504 frequent checks for engagement; cultural diversity - has students
share family and community experiences for phase 2 of this planning for a trip exercise.

Does the Candidate integrate technology and/or digital tools to engage learners?
Computer
Google Slides
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ZOOM
Padlet
The whole class is conducted online CDL.

Does the Candidate manage a safe and respectful learning environment?
Safety was a major item or factor in planning the outing and the class was aware of safety issues,
depending where they planned for their outing location.
ASSESSMENT "LOOK FORS"
Are assessments data driven?
Phase 2 Planning for an outing - Evaluation items needed for a safe, well-organized, uneventful
trip with safety precautions pre-planned.

Do assessments align to standards?
Assessments align with the standard HE 5.4.1 and HE 5.4.2 Analyzing health-related situations
that might require a decision, making health-related options.

Do informal and formal assessments give meaningful feedback to learners?
Questions are practical in nature since all relate to planning an outing and discussions center
around safety, preparation / planning., communication, first aid; food, clothing, water and light.
All feedback is directly related to the assignment outcomes.

Are there a variety of assessments that are developmentally appropriate and use both formative
and summative data?
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Each element listed above is accompanied with questions as to teh need for each item needed for
a safe, comfortable organized trip or outing.
TEACHING "LOOK FORS"
Do instructional choices stem from research and theory?
Use of technology to enhance the learning experience, but not to replace teaching. Technology as
a tool helps teachers create and present content and instruction that is interesting and relevant to
students. (Wardlow, 2017) Wardlow L, 2017, June 22 USA
https://www.peatsoned.com/technology-con-boost-student-engagement

Additional feedback for the Teacher Candidate.
As an EMT Rhoda has a good reference point in herself as she has worked with search and
rescue; value of personal stories.

Recognizing students positively by name as they contributed to the classroom discussion
What are the next steps for the Teacher Candidate? Establish one or two specific and observable
goals for the next scheduled observation.

PART III: STRENGTHS
Share one or two outstanding strengths of the Teacher Candidate.
Personal experience as an EMY and Search and Rescue

Actual physical examples of the various item’s students could see that you would pack in your
backpack and then also brought in the ice storm we had and some items they wished they would
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have had. Practical application.

Finished up with a Brain Break...Jumping Jacks, Plank, Push-ups, and Ski jumps with variation

Good solid lesson all the way around.
PART IV: CONCERNS
Are there any concerns that should be addressed at this time?
No

Informal Observation WOU Supervisor 1/15/21
WOU Supervisor

10:32 AM (4
hours ago)

to me

Adapt and adjust and adapt and adjust. That's what it is all about. I liked the way you connected
with and acknowledged each of the students as they were able to login to the class.
Warmups were quick and simple but got them moving in a restricted space. Of course, it would
be different in a gym setting, but again, you have to do what you can within the given space. I
like the introduction you gave to the unit with the questions about favorite teams, how many had
played before and then sharing from your own background and watching your brothers play in
Ireland and the transition of terminology when you moved to the United States; futbol and
football. Good to share personal experiences like that. Also bringing in names of top players
from both Mexico and the U.S. If they watch on TV, they may hear a reference about former
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players or current players that you mentioned. Good solid basic skills were taught, and I liked the
suggestion you gave at the end for them to practice dribbling the ball in and out of the different
rooms in the house. Good summary and good suggestion as to how it went and what you would
do differently. I think the visuals you mentioned was a good idea and they would be labeled in
both English and Spanish. In another setting like a gym or larger room sometimes short video
clips of the different skills is also helpful but, you did a good job given the time limit and setting
restrictions.

Jan 22
T leading PE activities to warm up. T spotlights self. T”last time when we did soccer exercises,
what were the three drills we did with the soccer ball? Anyone remember what they might be?”
(sts in chat--one camera on. A few actively participating in the chat). T asks about purpose of
dribbling. T”I showed you another one. When we trap a ball, what is the purpose?” Sts
participate in the chat. T does same with last skill: rolling ball with foot and its purpose. No
participants…T shows visual of it. Then reviews all three with visuals she has created. Noise
disrupts class, T pauses, asks what that was. Some sts share in chat they don’t know.
T asks sts to keep chat focused.
T orients sts to goals for the day. Shows a soccer ball. T”find your spot in the house and I want
you guys just to work today on three things specifically. The first is the tap and catch.” T demos
multiple times the tap and catch. T asks others to do it 5-6 times “just to get the hang of it.” Two
sts turn on cameras.
T watches, encourages. T asks for knee tap and catch. T ”let’s see how you guys are doin’.”
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Another camera comes on. T asks “how is it going? Tell me in the chat how it’s going.” 6
different students share something in the chat.
T provides other variations for sts to try; gives feedback about how to make a stuffed bag a better
to use.
T teaches and has sts try an elephant kick.
T asks about hand eye coordination and where else it is useful.
T reminds of family activity for Monday and to pick up a jump rope at school

MAT ONLINE/HYBRID TERM II - WINTER 2021
Student Name:
Scherrer, Rhoda I

PRE/POST MEETING DATES
Pre-Lesson Meeting*
03/01/2021
LESSON PLANNING "LOOK FORS"
Are goals and objectives, standards, or targets appropriate and measurable?
Yes. Goals and objectives are clear, communicated to students, appropriate and measurable.

Do lesson plans align to objectives, standards, or targets?
yes. Lesson plans are clear, simple, and appropriate for online instruction or in-person learning.
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Are a variety of appropriate formal and informal assessments used?
Yes. The teacher stops throughout the lesson for informal checks for understanding, to have
students engage with the content, and has plans for a formalized assessment (by video) for the
next class session.
INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY "LOOK FORS"
Are learning targets, directions, and procedures communicated appropriately to students?
Yes. They are communicated at the beginning of the lesson. "I can make a health-related
decision when discussing scene safety." "I can write an emergency contact card."

Are lessons sequenced and scaffolded appropriately?
Yes. Lessons began with planning a fun event in the outdoors, communication before during and
after the event, and how to maintain situational awareness during the event.

Are checks for understanding and differentiation used to meet the needs of all learners?
Yes, use of the chat, microphones and gestures are used to check for understanding.

Does the Candidate integrate technology and/or digital tools to engage learners?
Yes. Students made use of zoom tools and resources in their own environment to engage in the
lesson.

Does the Candidate manage a safe and respectful learning environment?
Yes. She restates all messages from the chat and engages with students who speak in class. She
welcomes students and uses chit-chat to help them feel comfortable and cared for.
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ASSESSMENT "LOOK FORS"
Are assessments data driven?
Yes. When sts don't respond as predicted, Rhoda slows down and reviews content.

Do assessments align to standards?
Yes. There is clear alignment between standards, learning targets, and assessments.

Do informal and formal assessments give meaningful feedback to learners?
The teacher uses data from the assessments to provide feedback to learners

Are there a variety of assessments that are developmentally appropriate and use both formative
and summative data?
yes. The teacher stops throughout the lesson for informal checks for understanding, to have
students engage with the content, and has plans for a formalized assessment (by video) for the
next class session.
TEACHING "LOOK FORS"
Do instructional choices stem from research and theory?
Yes. The teacher took an appropriate amount of time at the beginning of the lesson for review
and examples. With new content, her pace slowed to allow for "absorption" of the new content,
and she provided multiple examples and opportunities for students to engage.

Additional feedback for the Teacher Candidate.
PART III: STRENGTHS
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Share one or two outstanding strengths of the Teacher Candidate.
PART IV: CONCERNS
Are there any concerns that should be addressed at this time?
No

Observation JB Mentor 10/25/20

Hi Rhoda! Thanks for letting me share in PE today! You do a great job of squishing a lot into a
short time! The most reassuring thing to offer kiddos right now is routine and you do that well.
You started with the check in followed by a short lesson about breathing with some guided
practice. Next was the warm-up then the "wheel of activities." You are really positive with kids
yet authentic--you aren't saccharine in your positivity. In addition, you built in some repetition
with the vocab they are learning. You might consider adding a visual component to your vocab-and maybe it is just a picture that goes with the word that you hold up in front of the camera.
This will help anchor the learning for them. Let me know if you want to toss some ideas around!
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Appendix C: Lesson Plans
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Unit: Soccer Skills (Culturally Responsive Focus)
Lesson 1 of 3 (25 mins)

Standard 1: The physically literate individual demonstrates competency in a variety of motor
skills and movement patterns.
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Social Justice Standard 3: Students will recognize that people’s multiple identities interact and
create unique and complex individuals. (Students talk about differences between genders
achievements).

Central Focus: (Skill) Students will be able to control the ball with their body. (Cultural
Responsiveness) Student will be able to identify relations of gender differences in sports and let go
of pre-conceived stereotypes.

Learning Target:
I can kick a ball with the correct form and control it with my body.
I can recognize differences in soccer between men and women.

Activities:
•

Hook: Students will do the warm-up routine with the teacher modeling.

•

Teaching: The teacher will talk about the Summer Olympics (where there is soccer on an
international level), about the worth of Olympic medals, and about the opening
ceremony (show video here). Talk about Mexico soccer (men and women) Medal
counts. Men 1 gold (2012). Women never won a soccer medal.
Discuss with students about culturally why men play more soccer than women in
Mexico (opportunities and cultural teaching differences when teen age person). Discuss
with students about which language is spoken in Mexico, Europe and Nigeria and the
difference in terminology of ‘soccer and futbol’ as a name around the world. The
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teacher will demonstrate the correct form for kicking and controlling the ball with their
body.
•

Guided Teaching: Students will walk through the steps of correct form for kicking with
the teacher.

•

Guided Group: Have students turn and talk about what might be things in their own
experience where they have seen differences in sports (or other activities) between men
and women.

•

Independent Application: Students will practice kicking form to control a ball with their
body.

•

Closure: Static Stretching and get water.

Assessment:
informal-Observe students as they are kicking and watch for planting of foot beside ball, flexing
hip and knee, contact with ball on the laces, and follow through with speed of leg for
momentum.

Unit: Soccer Skills (Culturally Responsive Focus)
Lesson 2 of 3 (25 mins)

Standard 1: The physically literate individual demonstrates competency in a variety of motor
skills and movement patterns.
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Social Justice Standard 11: Students will recognize stereotypes and relate to people as
individuals rather than representatives of groups. (Not judging by looks or by where someone is
from. Pre-conceived knowledge about people group).

Central Focus: (Skill) Students will be able to control the ball with their body. (Cultural
Responsiveness) Student will be able to identify relations of gender differences in sports and let
go of pre-conceived ideas about others.

Learning Target:
I can dribble, trap, and roll a ball with the correct form and control it with my body.
I can recognize and purposely involve classmates in an activity without judging their skill level.
I can praise and encourage others during the activities.
I can relate to other students as individuals.

Activities:
•

Hook: Students will do the warm-up routine with the teacher modeling.

•

Teaching: Teacher asks about “Stereotype” and asks about what students think when I
say the word Brazil (I asked my Brazilian friend for an example…He’s a soccer coach).
Teacher tells the medal counts of Brazil’s soccer teams (Male 1 gold, 3 silver, 2 bronze,
and female 2 Silver). Teacher asks for examples of stereotype in our society (“They are
bad, we are good” in school comparisons). Teacher talks about academic language of
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dribble, trap, and roll of a soccer ball and shows visuals. Teacher demonstrates each
skill for the students.
•

Guided Teaching: Teacher models each skill and has the students do the skills working
on correct form.

•

Independent Application: Students practice dribbling in a straight line, trapping the ball
as it rolls towards them, and rolling the ball to change direction quickly.

•

Closure: Get drink of water before transition back to classroom teacher.

Assessment:
Informal-listen and observe students during discussion about stereotyping and make applicable
notes for future lessons.
Informal-watch students as they practice dribbling, trapping, and rolling the ball. Give input to
students to enhance skills (no rubric).

Unit: Soccer Skills (Culturally Responsive Focus)
Lesson 3 of 3 (25 mins)

Standard 1: The physically literate individual demonstrates competency in a variety of motor
skills and movement patterns.
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Social Justice Standard 18: Students will speak up with courage and respect when they or
someone else has been hurt or wronged by bias. (Students will treat classmates with equal
opportunity to play and encourage).

Central Focus: (Skill) Students will be able to control the ball with their body. (Cultural
Responsiveness) Student will be able to identify relations of gender differences in sports, let go
of pre-conceived ideas about others, and identify when there is not equal opportunity in the
classroom or bias on the recess time.

Learning Target:
I can use my knee, foot, and combination of these to control a soccer ball.
I can recognize situations when I am choosing teammates over my own bias.

Activities:
•

Hook: Students will do the warm-up routine with the teacher modeling.

•

Teaching: Teacher asks about student’s knowledge about the USA soccer teams in
Olympics (Men medals 1 silver 1 bronze. Women 4 gold, 1 silver). Teacher asks students
about Bias examples and how can they look for equal opportunities in school.
Teacher talk about equal opportunity and what is “Bias.” Teacher talks about Title IX.
Students discuss how when choosing teammates is more important that their own bias’.
Teacher reviews academic language of dribble, trap, and roll with visual aids in English
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and Spanish with pictures. Teacher demonstrates skills of knee, foot, and combinations
of these to control a soccer ball.
•

Guided Teaching: Teacher models each skill and has the students do the skills working
on correct form.

•

Independent Application: Students practice skills using correct form. Teacher gives
feedback to students on their forms as they practice

•

Independent Application: Students will demonstrate their kicking form. Teacher will
watch each student demonstrate their kicking form.

•

Closure: Name your favorite soccer team or sport where eye/hand/foot coordination
might be important.

Assessment:
Informal-observe students as they independently work on their dribble, trap, roll, and control
with knee and foot combinations. Give feedback to students to enhance their skills (no rubric).

Summative-Students will demonstrate their kicking form (rubric).

Rubric for kicking form:
1=low proficiency (Student does not plant foot, student does not flex hip and knee, student
does not contact with laces, student does not follow through with momentum.0
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2=developing (Student does not plant foot, student flexes hip and knee, student does not
contact with laces, student follows through with momentum.)
3=proficient (Student plants foot, student flexes hip and knee, student contacts with laces,
student follows through with momentum.)
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